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Abstract 
In the modern urban lifestyle, more and more people are exposed to noise pollution 
in form of traffic noise. As a response to this, the automotive OEMs (Original 
Equipment Manufacturer) are put under pressure to reduce the emitted noise from 
vehicles. To be able to meet the upcoming, stricter regulations, the automotive 
OEMs seeks new techniques to be able to front load the pass-by noise engineering in 
the vehicle development process and to identify and understand the different 
sources that contributes to the exterior noise.  

Earlier exterior sources ranking using ASQ (Airborn Source Quantification) with an 
energetic approach during pass-by noise test has yielded very good and reliable 
results for an ICE (Internal Combustion Engine) vehicle.  

In this Master Thesis, two exterior source ranking methods have been tested and 
evaluated for an electric vehicle during in-room pass-by noise test. The two methods 
were: ASQ and OPA (Operational Path Analysis). In total, five models were built from 
the two methods and each model was evaluated for, in total, three driving conditions 
corresponding to the current ISO362-1:2007 and the proposed, revised version.  

The results show that the ASQ models are not capable to correctly estimate the 
engine contribution due to its high tonality. Moreover, it was seen that the energetic 
ASQ model is very sensitive to small changes. Both ASQ models underestimated the 
tire noise.  

The OPA model on the other hand managed to estimate the total contribution very 
well. Both the engine contribution and the tire contributions are well estimated. 
Nevertheless, OPA as method has several weaknesses and building an OPA model is 
not a straightforward task. Its weaknesses and the process to reach a final OPA 
model are discussed in this thesis.  

It was seen that one of the most crucial steps in an OPA model is to have clean 
references to get meaningful results. A MIMO-FIR filter was therefore used to filter 
out engine harmonics from the tire references. Its principles and importance for the 
end results are also discussed. 

Included is also an overview of the basic principles in TPA (Transfer Path Analysis), 
ASQ, OPA and in room pass by noise test as well as a description of the test 
campaign.  

  

 

Keywords: Transfer Path Analysis (TPA), Airborn Source Quantification (ASQ), 

Operational Path Analysis (OPA), Time domain, In-room Pass-By Noise test, MIMO 

FIR-filter 
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Sammanfattning 
Dagens urbana livsstil utsätter fler och fler för bullerförorening i form av trafikbuller. 

Som en konsekvens av detta sätts det press på fordonsindustrin att minska 

fordonens exteriöra buller. För att tillmötesgå de kommande, tuffa lagkraven för 

exteriört buller, söker fordonsindustrin därför ny teknik för att kunna inkorporera 

bullerkraven i ett tidigt stadium av designprocessen av nya fordon och för att kunna 

identifiera och förstår olika källors bidrag till den exteriöra ljudbilden.  

Tidigare rangordning av exteriöra ljudkällor genom att använda s.k. energibaserad 

ASQ (Airborn Source Quantification) vid förbifartstester av ett fordon med för-

bränningsmotor har get mycket goda resultat.  

I det här examensarbetet för masterexamen har två olika tekniker för rangordning av 

exteriöra ljudkällor undersökts för ett elektriskt fordon vid förbifartstester inomhus. 

De två metoderna är ASQ och OPA (Operational Path Analysis). Total byggdes fem 

modeller som var baserade på ASQ, OPA eller en kombination av dem. Varje modell 

bedömds för tre olika körförhållanden som motsvarar dem i den nuvarande ISO-

standarden (ISO362-1:2007) och den kommande.  

Resultaten visar att modellerna som basertas på ASQ inte klarar av att skatta 

elmotorns bidrag på grund av dess tonala ljudsignatur. ASQ-modellerna visade sig 

också vara mycket känsliga för små förändringar och underskattar även däckens 

bidrag.  

OPA-modellen påvisar däremot en mycket god överensstämmelse mellan den 

skattade totala ljudnivån och den uppmätta. Icke desto mindre har OPA-tekniken 

flera svagheter och att bygga en OPA-modell är inte en rättfram process. Dess 

svagheter och vägen till en OPA modell disskuteras på djupet i den här rapporten.  

Det noterades även att ett av de mest kritiska stegen i en OPA-modell är att ha rena 

referenser vid beräkningen av transmissibilitetsfunktionerna för att få meningsfulla 

resultat. För att filtrera ut toner härrörande från motorn från däcksmikrofonerna 

användes ett MIMO FIR-filter. Dess princip och dess betydelse för slutresultatet 

diskuteras i rapporten.  

I rapporten finns även ett avsnitt om de grundläggande principerna för TPA (Transfer 

Path Analysis), ASQ, OPA och förbifartstester inomhus liksom ett avsnitt om de 

faktiskta mätningarna.  

 

 

Nyckelord: Transfer Path Analysis (TPA), Airborn Source Quantification (ASQ), 

Operational Path Analysis (OPA), Förbifartstest inomhus, MIMO FIR-filter 
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Synopsis of terminology 
The following section intends to clarify some of the terminology that is used in this 

thesis.  

Air born sound – refers to a sound is called air born when the sound is emitted from 

the source itself, e.g. sound radiated from the surface of the engine. 

Structure born sound – refers to a sound is called structure born when the sound is 

radiated from vibrating surfaces where the vibrations are caused by the source, e.g. 

vibrations from the engine makes the fire wall vibrate and radiate sound. 

Hybrid vehicle – refers to a vehicle with both an internal combustion engine and an 

electric one. 

H1 and H2 estimator – most measurement will contain measurement noise to some 

extent. To minimize the influence of the noise, a common approach to calculate the 

frequency response function is to make use of the auto spectrum and cross spectrum 

of the input, A, and output, B. These are then used in a so called H1 or H2 estimator: 

1 AB
AB

AA

G
H

G
     

 2 BB
AB

AB

G
H

G
  

Where 
AAG and 

BBG  are the auto spectra of the measured input and output 

respectively and 
ABG  are the cross spectrum.  As the number of averages of the 

cross spectrum goes to infinity the noise goes to zero (in the cross spectrum), hence 

if the output is noisy an H1 estimator is most appropriate and if the input is noisy an 

H2 estimator is most appropriate.  

Indicator microphone – refers to a microphone that is mounted close to a sound 

(sub)source and that is used in the matrix inversion method to estimate the volume 

velocity (i.e. the load) of the sound (sub)source.  

Reference indicator microphone – refers to a microphone that is mounted close to a 

sound (sub)source and that is used in the energetic time domain model.  

Reference microphone/accelerometer – refers to a microphone or an accelero-meter 

that is mounted close to a sound or vibration (sub)source. It is used as load and to 

estimate the transmissibility functions in an Operational Path Analysis (OPA) model. 

Source – refers to a sound or vibration source that is uncorrelated to other sources, 

e.g. an engine and a tire.  
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Subsource – refers to the discretization of a source into small correlated energy point 

sources.  

Path – refers to the path between a subsource and a target. 

Receiver – refers to e.g. a person’s ear (in case of sound pressure) or a person’s hand 

(in case of vibrations). 

Target – refers to a microphone or an accelerometer located at the receiver position. 

Partial contribution – refers to the synthesized contribution from a single subsource 

to the overall response at the target. 

Group contribution – refers to a group of partial contributions often corre-sponding 

to one source. All partial contribution corresponding to the engine can, for instance, 

form a group contribution describing the total engine contribution to the overall 

response at the target. 

Total (synthesized) contribution – refers to the sum of all partial contributions. The 

total contribution is often compared to the measured target response.  

Total synthesized PBN and synthesized PBN – refers to the total (synthesized) 

contribution when all PBN microphones have been mixed into one virtual PBN 

microphone.   
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1. Introduction 
In this chapter, the new NVH-problems (Noise, Vibrations and Harshness) related to 

electric vehicles are discussed and the objective of this master thesis is presented.  
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The pressure on the automotive industry to build more silent vehicles is higher than 

ever: the customers demand more silent interior sound for the sake of driving 

comfort and the society constantly put pressure on the automotive industry to 

reduce the exterior noise level due to an increasing noise pollution in urban areas.  

As a response to this, the automotive industry demands for experimental techniques 

and methods to be able to assess a vehicle’s acoustic performance as early as 

possible in the development process of new vehicles. One such method is TPA 

(Transfer Path Analysis) which aims to localize and quantify the sound sources that 

contribute to the interior and the exterior sound.   

TPA is nothing new but widely used in the automotive industry. However, up till now, 

TPA has only been used for ICE-vehicles (Internal Combustion Engine). The increasing 

demand for more environmental friendly alternatives has made automotive industry 

more interested in hybrid vehicles and fully electric vehicles. With the electrification, 

new NVH problems have arisen causing new NVH challenges for automotive OEMs. 

One such problem is the different noise signature of an electric engine compare to 

an ICE which makes the old TPA approaches less useful.  

1.1. NVH problems in electric vehicles 
Even though electric and hybrid vehicles, when using the electric motor, are more 

quite than traditional ICE vehicles several new NVH problems have arose. In terms of 

noise, two major reasons can be distinguished: 

- no masking effect due to the ICE yields noise from various components 

as the HVAC system (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning), the 

transmission, oil/water pumps etc., 

- new noise sources, e.g. the electric motor itself and its axillary system. 

These new noises might be perceived as annoying because of its tonality and high 

frequency components. 

Two other NVH problems that follow with the electrification are: 

- the safety for pedestrians and other vulnerable road users like children, 

blind persons and elder. The low exterior noise level from the electric 

and hybrid vehicles at low speeds (at which the tire noise and flow 

induced noise are low) makes them difficult to identify which make them 

a safety risk. 

- brand specific and/or model characteristic sound becomes a challenge to 

achieve with an electric motor [1]. 
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The current generation of electric vehicles makes use of electric motors with 

permanent magnets. Hence, as the interest of electric vehicles increases so does the 

need of permanent magnets. Since the supply of permanent magnets is limited this 

might lead to an increase of prices hence other types of electric motors have been 

given more attention. One of these types is the SRM (Switched Reluctance Motor), 

which combine robustness and low cost with relatively high power density and 

efficiency. However, it has two drawbacks: high torque ripple and acoustic noise [2]. 

The existing tools for NVH engineering were developed to analyze, model and 

simulate NVH problems arising from ICE vehicles. The noise in electric and hybrid 

vehicles is more complex in the signature and has a higher frequency content as can 

be seen in Figure 1 to Figure 3. This makes the old tools less useful. New and/or 

improved methods and tools are hence needed for the automotive OEM:s and their 

suppliers in the development process of new electric vehicles. 
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Figure 1. Waterfall plot for the sound level measurement the engine compartment of an ICE-vehicle. 
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Figure 2. Waterfall plot of a microphone mounted in the engine compartment of an electric vehicle. 
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Figure 3. Same waterfall plot of a microphone as in Figure 2. 

1.2. Objective 
The objective of this Master Thesis was to investigate the validity of different TPA 

methods in the time domain applied on an electric vehicle during pass-by noise test.   
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2. Theory 
The following chapter intends to introduce the reader to the general principle of TPA 

(Transfer Path Analysis) and ASQ (Airborn Source Quantificaton) as well as OPA 

(Operational Path Analysis). Then an introduction to in-room pass-by noise measure-

ments follows. 
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2.1. Transfer Path Analysis 
Transfer Path Analysis, TPA, aims to localize and quantify the transfer path of 

acoustic energy from sound sources to a predefined target. It is a very powerful 

engineering tool and widely used in the automotive industry. Possible applications 

are trouble shooting, source ranking, sound synthesis, simulations, refinement etc. 

[3].  

When TPA is used for airborn sound source localization, for instance during a pass-by 

noise test, it is often referred to as Airborn Source Quantification, ASQ.  

With TPA and ASQ, answers are found (see Figure 4) to questions like  

 What is the main source? 

 Does the problem origin from the transfer path or the source? 

 How do different sources and paths interact?  

 

Figure 4. With transfer path analysis it is possible to perform in-depth analysis of a system and its loads.  
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2.1.1. General principles 

The idea of TPA is rather straight forward: if the strength of all sound sources and the 

transfer functions between the sources and the target(s) are known, it is possible to 

estimate the response at the target position(s). 

TPA is based on a source-transfer-receiver principle. Each term is explained below. 

Source – the source, or load, can be both structural (an applied force) as well as 

acoustic (a volume velocity). In the former case, it could be vibrations from the 

engine, the exhaust system, the power train or the suspension and in the latter case 

noise from the tire-road interface, exhaust pipe or the engine intake. Each source 

could also be discretized into several coherent subsources. A tire for instance, is 

most often considered to have two subsources: one at the leading edge and one at 

the trailing edge, see Figure 5. This discretization of the sources into subsouces sets 

the upper frequency limit. The wave length of the maximum frequency should not be 

less than twice the distance between two subsources [4]. 

 

 

Figure 5. The tire is considered to have two subsources, one at the leading edge and on at the trailing 
edge which are marked with two red dots in the figure.  

Transfer – the transfer path describes the path the acoustic energy travels from the 

source location to the receiver. It could be structure born, e.g. through engine 

mounts, or air born, e.g. from the surface of the engine. 

Receiver – the receiver or the target can, for instance, be the sound pressure at the 

driver’s ear, the steering wheel vibrations or the total sound pressure during a pass-

by noise test [3]. 
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The basic principle in TPA is that it is possible to decompose the response at the 

target position into partial contributions [6], each of them originating from a 

subsource. The partial contributions can be described by a load, i.e. the source 

strength, and a transfer function. Once all loads and transfer functions are identified, 

the total response at the receiver is expressed as  

,( ) H ( )L ( )
N

i i j j

j

y    ,     (1) 

where 𝑦𝑖(𝜔) is the target at the receiver position i, H𝑖,𝑗(𝜔) is the transfer function 

between the receiver position i and the load at subsource j  and  𝐿𝑗(𝜔) is the load at 

subsource  j, see Figure 6. The transfer function is often referred to as Frequency 

Response Function, FRF, when the load is structural (i.e. a force) and Noise Transfer 

Function, NTF, when the load is acoustic (i.e. a volume velocity).  

 

Figure 6. Principle of Transfer Path Analysis. Note that the frequency dependency has been omitted. 

In matrix notation equation (1) becomes   

   ,( ) H ( ) ( )i i j jy Q      ,     (2) 

where  ( )iy  is the response vector, ,H ( )i j     is the transfer function matrix and 

 ( )jQ   is the load vector.  

 

H
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2.1.1.1. Estimation of FRFs and NTFs 

The transfer functions are most often measured. The FRFs are most often achieved 

by exciting the structure at the actual path with an impact hammer and measuring 

the response (acoustic pressure or vibration) at the receiver position. To measure the 

NTFs a calibrated, omnidirectional volume velocity source is placed as close as 

possible to the actual path and the response is measured at the receiver’s position. 

In some cases it can be convenient to measure the transfer functions in a reciprocal 

way, for instance when the number of paths largely exceeds the number of targets 

or when low frequencies are considered since the volume velocity source then must 

be rather large to be able to excite the low frequencies.  

 

Figure 7. To measure the NTFs a calibrated, omnidirectional volume velocity source is placed as close as 
possible to the actual path and the response is measured at the receiver’s position. The red arrow 
indicates the NTFs to the target (pass-by noise microphones in this case) and the blue arrows the NTFs to 
the so called indicator microphones for the load estimation. The use of indicator microphones is 
discussed in section 2.1.1.2 and 2.1.2.   

2.1.1.2. Estimation of operational loads 

The loads can be measured directly or estimated using an appropriate method. 

Direct measurement of the loads is however most often very difficult, if possible, to 

measure. For instance it might be very difficult to place a force cell to measure the 

force, in the case of structural loads, without changing the dynamic behavior [6]. A 

more common approach is therefore to estimate the loads. There are numerous load 

estimation method. 
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For structural loads, the two most common methods are 

 the Complex Mount Stiffness method  which estimates the loads as 

 

        1 2jf K x x     ,    (3) 

 

Where  jf  is the operational load at path j,  K  is the complex mount 

stiffness and    1 2x x  is the differential operational displacement of 

the mount. A more extensive discussion of this method is found in reference 

[3, 6 and 7].  

 

 the Matrix inversion method which will be discussed in more details in the 

next section. 

For acoustic loads, the most common methods are 

 the Point-to-point surface sampling method which estimates the volume 

velocity from a surface by dividing the surface into small patches for which 

the vibrations are measured. The total volume velocity is then 

 
n

i i

i

q S q ,      (4) 

where q  is the total volume velocity and
iS and 

iq are the surface and 

volume velocity at patch i respectively. A more extensive discussion of this 

method is found in reference [3]. 

 

 the Sound Intensity method where the volume velocity is derived from sound 

intensity measurements. A more extensive discussion of this method is 

found in reference [3]. 

 

 the Matrix inversion method which will be discussed in more details in the 

next section. 

A relatively new method is OPAX (Operational Path Analysis with eXogenous inputs) 

which can handle both structural and acoustic loads. The loads are estimated using a 

parametric approach. The main strength of OPAX is that it is scalable: it can be used 

both as a fast method for troubleshooting (with the tradeoff of accuracy) as well as 

an accurate method for deep insight analysis if indicator sensors are introduced. In 

fact, when all parameters are known a priori, OPAX is equal to the complex mount 

stiffness method and when the number of indicators increases the method 

converges to the matrix inversion method. The strengths with OPAX are  
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 it is faster than the classical methods, 

 it gives more reliable results than OPA (Operational Path Analysis, which 

is discussed in section 2.2) 

 it is scalable, 

 if one or several model parameters are known a priori, these can be used 

to reduce the size of the model and increase the accuracy, 

 it is a numerically stable method (ill-conditioning problems seldom 

occur) and 

 structural and acoustic loads can be estimated simultaneously [8]. 

A more extensive discussion of OPAX is found in reference [7] and [8].  

2.1.2. Load estimation using Matrix Inversion 

Matrix Inversion can be used for both structural and acoustic loads. The method will 

be explained for the case when the target is sound pressure and the loads acoustic 

(i.e. volume velocity). However, the procedure is exactly the same when the target is 

vibrations and/or the loads structural (i.e. forces). 

To estimate the operational load, i.e. the volume velocity, the matrix inversion 

method makes use of so called indicator microphones, which is a set of microphones 

that is mounted close to the sources. The method is depicted Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Microphone set up for ASQ with load estimated with Matrix Inversion. Note that the frequency 
dependency has been omitted. 

The NTFs between the path and the indicator microphones are measured in the 

same way as the NTFs between the path and the target, i.e. by using a calibrated, 

omnidirectional volume velocity source. The indicator microphones measure the 

operational sound pressure during the operation and it is then possible to estimate 

the volume velocity for each path as 

NTF
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   ,( ) NTF ( ) ( )k k j jp Q           (5a) 

   
1

,( ) NTF ( ) ( )j k j kQ p  


    ,     (5b) 

Where ,NTF ( )k j     is the noise transfer function between path j and indicator 

microphone k and  ( )kp   is the sound pressure at the indicator microphones. 

Equation (5b) is then inserted in equation (2) hence the final expression for the 

response at the target is  

    1

, ,( ) NTF ( ) NTF ( ) ( )i i j k j ky p   


        ,  (6) 

where ,H ( )i j    in equation (2) has been replace by ,NTF ( )i j     since the target 

is sound pressure [3,6 and 7]. To improve the accuracy of the load estimation, it is 

advisable to solve an over determined system with over determination factor 2 as a 

rule of thumb. A higher over determination factor does not improve the results 

further [7].  

The advantages of using the matrix inversion method for the load estimation are that 

it works for both structural and acoustic load and it is relatively straight forward. 

However, the method suffers from being highly sensitive to phase errors. This 

becomes an issue at mid and high frequencies since it is difficult achieve accurate 

phase information: the spectra tend to become noisy and the coherence of the NTFs 

low [6]. 

Another drawback of the method is that it might suffer from being ill-conditioned 

due to the matrix inversion in equation (5). This in turn can lead to a system that is 

sensitive to measurement errors. However it is possible to set up different kinds of 

thresholds to omit the lowest singular values to improve the condition number. See 

Appendix A for a discussion of the condition number and singular values. 

2.1.3. Energetic ASQ with Matrix Inversion 

As was discussed in the two previous sections (2.1.1. and 2.1.2.) a linear TPA/ASQ 

model with load estimation using Matrix Inversion has two limitations that set the 

upper frequency limit: 

 the discretization of the source into coherent subsources and 

 the phase information. 

For some applications, also mid and high frequencies must be considered. Two such 

applications are i) source ranking during pass-by noise test for which frequencies up 
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to 8 kHz are needed [4] and ii) for electric vehicles which has a high frequency noise 

signature (see Figure 3). 

To overcome these two limitations, an energetic, power-based approach has shown 

to be very useful [4 and 10] where the sources are regarded as uncorrelated energy 

sources. Equation (2) is reformulated as  

   
,

2 2 2( ) NTF ( ) ( )
i i j j

y Q   
 

,    (7) 

with 

   
,

1
2 2 2( ) NTF ( ) ( )
j k j k

Q p  


 
 

,    (8) 

where  2( )
j

Q   and  2 ( )
k

p   are the measured autopower of the loads and the 

sound pressure at the indicator microphones during operation and 
,

2NTF ( )
i j
 

 
 

and 
,

2NTF ( )
k j
 

 
are the averaged NTFs. Hence 

   
, ,

1
2 2 2 2( ) NTF ( ) NTF ( ) ( )
i i j k j k

y p   
 

        
 

.  (9) 

This formulation requires  

 the sources to be uncorrelated and 

 stationary driving conditions to be able to take an average of the NTFs [6] 

This approach was applied for an ICE-vehicle during pass-by noise test with good 

results in [4 and 9].  

The energetic approach overcomes the issue with a low upper frequency limit and 

the issues that follow with inaccurate phase information. However, since the phase 

information is omitted, the time domain calculation is no longer as straight forward 

as for the linear case. This issue is discussed in section 2.2. 
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2.2. Time domain ASQ 
With a linear ASQ model it is a relatively straight forward task to perform the time 

domain calculations. The NTFs are transformed into MIMO FIR-filters which is then 

applied to the operational data. However, this approach is not applicable for an 

energetic ASQ model since it does not include any phase information which makes 

the transformation of the NTFs impossible. In LMS Test.Lab 13A this is overcome by 

using the frequency domain ASQ model to calculate a scaling factor between a set of 

reference indicator microphones and the loads. This scaling factor is frequency 

dependent and real valued. The loads (in the frequency domain) for the time domain 

model,  ( )j time domain
Q 


, can be estimated as 

   ( ) ( ) ( )j j jtime domain
Q p   


    ,    (10) 

where ( )j    is a diagonal matrix with the scaling factors, ( )j  , on the diagonal 

and zeroes elsewhere and  ( )jp   is the sound pressure at the reference indicator 

microphones. From the energetic frequency domain ASQ model with Matrix 

Inversion (see equation (2)) it is known that the loads,  2( )
j frequency domain

Q 


, are 

   
,

1
2 2 2( ) NTF ( ) ( )
j k j kfrequency domain

Q p  




 
 

.  (11) 

Since the energy should be conserved, the loads must be equal in the frequency 

domain model and time domain model, hence 

   2 2( ) ( )
j jfrequency domain time domain

Q Q 
 

 .   (12) 

If equation (11) and (12) are inserted in (10), the scaling factors can be calculated as 

   
,

11
2 2 2( ) NTF ( ) ( )
j k j kj p p   



   
   

,   (13) 

where  ( )j   is a vector containing the scaling factors from the diagonal in 

( )j    from equation (10) and 2

j
p 
 

is a diagonal matrix containing  2 ( )
j

p  on 

the diagonal and zeroes elsewhere. The reformulation from a diagonal matrix into a 

vector and vice versa is a necessity for the calculation. Once the scaling factor is 

known  ( )j time domain
Q 


 can be estimated. The sound propagation to the target is 

then estimated as in the linear case, i.e. by transforming the NTFs between the loads 

and the targets into MIMO-FIR filters [11].  
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2.3. Operational Path Analysis 
The demand for new, faster TPA-techniques is high. An interesting alternative to TPA 

and ASQ is Operational Path Analysis, OPA. Sometimes it is referred to as OTPA 

(Operational Transfer Path Analysis). Due to its fundamental differences to TPA and 

ASQ, the term OPA will be used throughout this report.  

What makes OPA much faster than TPA, is that it makes use of only operational data. 

Instead of using the actual loads at the subsources (measured or estimated), OPA 

makes use of the measured responses close by the loads. And instead of using the 

NTFs for the noise propagation to the target, OPA makes use of the transmissibility 

concept. This is formulated as 

,( ) TF ( )p ( )
N

i i j j

j

y    ,    (14) 

where 
,TF ( )i j  is the transmissibility function between the target and the reference 

microphones and p ( )j  is the measured operational response close to the load 

location (i.e. close to the subsource), see Figure 8. 

 

Figure 9. Principle of Operational Path Analysis. The load itself is not taken into account in an OPA 
model, instead, the response close by the load is used to estimate a transmissibility function. This makes 
the OPA model non causal. Note that the frequency dependency has been omitted. 

In a matrix formulation, equation (14) becomes 

   ,( ) TF ( ) ( )i i j jy p      ,   (15) 
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where  ( )iy  is the response vector, ,TF ( )i j     is the transmissibility function 

matrix and  ( )jp   is a vector containing the measured operational responses 

close to the load location. The transmissibility function matrix, TF( ) , is estimated 

purely from the operational measurement, i.e. the response at the target as well as 

the response at the reference microphones, as 

 
1

TF( ) ( ) ( )yp ppG G  


             (16) 

where ( )ypG    is the cross-power matrix of the targets and the references and 

1

( )ppG 


   is the inverted autopower matrix of the references. Singular value 

decomposition is used for the inversion of the autopower matrix. Since the 

measured target is used in the model itself it is not very surprisingly, at least not in a 

frequency domain model, that the total contribution shows a good agreement with 

the measured target. Hence a good agreement is not a quality check of a frequency 

domain OPA model as it is for a TPA model.  

Comparing the fundamental TPA formulation, i.e. equation (1), with equation (14), 

the OPA seems to be very similar to TPA. However, nothing could be more wrong. 

Two fundamental differences are: 

1) TPA is based on a load-response principle whereas OPA is based on a 

response-response principle. This is a fundamental difference since this 

makes the OPA method not causal.  

2) TPA makes use of NTFs which are system properties whereas OPA makes use 

of TFs which are not system properties but it depends on the driving 

conditions.  

These two differences make the interpretation of the OPA results not as straight 

forward as for TPA [14]. 

Moreover, OPA has three main limitations: 

1) strong cross-coupling effects between paths might result in incorrect partial 

contributions which might lead to wrong conclusions, 

2) the sources need to be uncorrelated to be able to correctly estimate the 

transmissibility functions and 

3) the energy from a missing path tends to be distributed on the other paths if 

they are correlated, hence the total contributions might be correctly 

estimated even though the partial contributions are not [7]. 
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Despite the many drawbacks of OPA, it might give meaningful results for some high 

frequency applications like tire noise applications or source ranking during pass-by 

noise tests [7 and 12] 

OPA results should always be interpreted with care. To get meaningful results with 

OPA it is absolutely necessary that the user knows and understands how and when 

an OPA model is applicable and what the limitations of the method are. A more 

extensive discussion of OPA is found in reference [7, 12-15] 

2.4. Pass-by noise test 
In Europe the PBN (Pass-By Noise) test is regulated in the international standard 

ISO362 [16]. The pass-by noise test track is depicted in Figure 10. The test track is 20 

m long, from x = -10 m (point “A”) to x = 10 m (point “C”). Two microphones are 

positioned in the middle of the test track, 7.5 m from the center line and 1.2 m above 

the ground, one on each side of the vehicle.  

 

Figure 10. Pass-by noise test track as it is stated in ISO362-1:2007. 

The current version, ISO362-1:2007, requires that the vehicle approaches point A 

with 50 km/h. When the front of the vehicle reaches point A, it shall accelerate with 

wide open throttle throughout the whole test track.  The standard also regulates 

which gear that should be used, the required weather conditions, number of 

averages and so on [15 and 16]. The total, A-weighted sound pressure level during 

the pass-by noise test must not exceed 74 dB(A). 

However, ISO362:1998 has been claimed to not be very representative for the actual 

urban driving conditions where constant speed and soft acceleration are more 

common than acceleration with wide open throttle. A new, revised version is 

therefore discussed. The revised version will require tests at not only one driving 

condition but two: 

 acceleration with wide open throttle but with 50 km/h at x = 0 (compared to 

50 km/h at x = -10 m for ISO362-1:2007) and 

 constant speed at 50 km/h. 

x 
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It also states a new, lower noise level limit, 68 dB(A) instead of 74 dB(A). However, 

due to the changed driving conditions, vehicle will automatically gain a reduction of 

2-3 dB(A). Nevertheless, the revised version will pose new challenges for the 

automotive OEMs [17] 

An electric vehicle is considered to have only two dominant noise sources during a 

pass-by noise test, the engine and the tire, since there is neither an exhaust system 

nor an intake [15].  

2.4.1. In-room Pass-by Noise test 

An interesting alternative to the exterior PBN test is so-called in-room PBN. This is so 

since in-room PBN testing is independent on the weather conditions and has high 

repeatability. It is also more suitable for source contributions analysis using ASQ.  

In-room pass by noise test is performed in a semi-anechoic room to simulate the 

exterior free-field condition over a hard surface. The vehicle is positioned on a roller 

bench (or chassis dynamometer) which can be equipped with a smooth or rough 

surface. To simulate the actual pass-by, a large microphone array is used, see Figure 

11. No unique number of microphones in the array exists, but between 15 and 36 

microphones per array has been reported in the literature [11 and 15]. The 

microphones in the array are then mixed together to one, virtual PBN-microphone by 

taking into account the speed of the vehicle, the Doppler Effect and so on [4 and 9]. 

 

 

Figure 11. In-room pass-by noise test set up.  

A present, there exist no ISO-standard to perform in-room PBN test and it is not used 

for certification of vehicle, but the ISO committee is currently developing a standard. 

Nevertheless, in-room PBN test has become a popular approach among the 

automotive OEMs in the development of new vehicles.  
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3. Test campaign 
The test campaign was carried out on a two-wheel roller bench inside a semi-

anechoic room at the Engineering Service department at LMS Head Quarter in 

Leuven, Belgium. The Pass-by Noise was measured for a Ford-Punch Transit Connect 

EV for three different driving conditions. This chapter intends to describe how the 

measurements were done and shortly discuss the measurement results. 
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3.1. Measurement object 
To investigate the different analysis methods a Ford-Punch Transit Connect EV was 

used, see Figure 12. Originally it had an IC-engine, but it was converted to an electric 

vehicle by Punch Powertrain. It had two electric engines which drove the front 

wheels. The motors were so called Swished Reluctance Motors and each of them had 

6 poles. The transmission between the engines and the front wheel axis was fixed to 

5.77. At the time of the measurement, the vehicle had ordinary tires.  

 

Figure 12. The measurement object was a Ford-Punch Transit Connect EV. 

Table 1. Vehicle data. “Overhang” is the distance between  
the front of the vehicle and the center of the front wheel. 

Overhang 0.685 m 

Length 4.525 m 

Mass 1900 kg 

 

3.2. Measurement environment 
The test campaign was held in the roller bench facilities at the Engineering Service at 

the LMS Head Quarter in Leuven, Belgium. The roller bench was located in a semi-

anechoic room with normal room temperature. 

During the measurement it was not possible to turn off the fans of the ventilation 

system since it was needed for the cooling of the engines of the roller bench. 

However, the fans produced mainly low frequency noise below 200 Hz, see Figure 29 

in section 3.6, It was therefore considered to have a minor influence on the analysis 

since only frequencies from 200 Hz to 8000 Hz were considered. 

Overhang 

Length 
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3.3. Measurement setup 

3.3.1. Fixation of the vehicle 

The front wheels were placed on the roller bench and the back wheels were clamped 

on to the floor as in Figure 13, i.e. with obstacles to prevent it from moving forward 

and backward as well as with ratchet tie downs around the wheels. To prevent the 

vehicle from moving from one side to the other, the front was fixed with ratchet tie 

downs, as seen in Figure 14. To align the vehicle with the roller bench, it was driven 

very slowly until it did not move along the side any more. 

 

Figure 13. Fixation of the back wheels with obstacles in front of and back of the wheels as well as with 
ratchet tie downs. 

 

Figure 14. To prevent the vehicle from moving from one side to the other the front was fixed with 
ratchet tie downs. 
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3.3.2. Pass-by noise microphones 

To simulate the PBN-microphone, 19 microphones were mounted along the right 

side wall as seen in Figure 15. Due to the size of the room it was not possible to place 

the microphones 7.5 m away from the vehicle and 1.2 m above the ground as is 

required in the ISO362. Instead, the distances were scaled to fit the actual size of the 

room, see Figure 16. They were placed at 5.5 m from the right side of the vehicle, 

measured from the centerline of the vehicle, at a height of 0.88 m and approximately 

1 m from the wall. The 19 microphones were equally spaced long the wall with a 

spacing of approximately 0.82 m. This gave a total microphone array length of 15.4 

m. The PBN-microphones were labeled as MICx, where x = 1, 2, …, 19 and indicates 

the microphone number. The exact position for each PBN-microphone is shown in 

Table 2 where also the position in Test.Lab is displaced. The positions were measured 

using the center of the front right tire as reference. Since ISO362 states that the PBN 

measurement starts when the front of the vehicle (and not the center of the front 

wheels) is at x = -10 m, the overhang, i.e. the distance between the center of the 

front wheel and the front was compensated for in the software. However, for 

ISO362_current the positions are not as for the other two driving conditions. This will 

be discussed later in this report. 

 

Figure 15. The microphone array with 19 microphones was mounted on the right hand side wall of the 
vehicle. The PBN-microphones are marked with two red circles and a red arrow in the figure. 
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Figure 16. Rescaling of the microphone positions. 

 

Table 2. PBN-positions in the semi-anechoic room and in Test.Lab 13A. 

PBN mic. 
Position in the 
semi-anechoic  
room [m] 

Position in Test.Lab 

ISO362_new and  
constant speed 

ISO362_current 

1 -6.26 -5.39 -7.60 

2 -5.42 -4.56 -6.46 

3 -4.54 -3.67 -5.26 

4 -3.71 -2.85 -4.13 

5 -2.84 -1.98 -2.94 

6 -2.00 -1.13 -1.79 

7 -1.13 -0.27 -0.61 

8 -0.29 0.57 0.53 

9 0.60 1.46 1.75 

10 1.43 2.29 2.88 

11 2.31 3.17 4.08 

12 3.14 4.00 5.21 

13 4.02 4.88 6.41 

14 4.85 5.71 7.54 

15 5.70 6.57 8.71 

16 6.57 7.44 9.89 

17 7.46 8.32 11.10 

18 8.30 9.16 12.24 

19 9.17 10.04 13.44 

 

7.5 m; 1.2 m 

5.5 m; 0.88 m 
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3.3.3. Engine accelerometers and microphones 

In total 48 microphones and 7 three directional accelerometers were used. They 

were mounted on the two engines and the transmission as shown in Figure 17 to 

Figure 21. The engine microphones were labeled as ENGIx where x = 1, 2, …, 48 and 

the accelerometers as ACCx:y where x = 1, 2, …, 7 and y = X, Y and Z indicating the 

direction. 

 

Figure 17. Engine and transmission viewed from below. 

 

Figure 18. Right: microphones mounted on the front of engine 2. Left: microphones mounted on the side 
of engine 2. 
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Figure 19. Complete labeling of the engine microphones on the front and the side of the engine. The red 
dots correspond to the subsources. 

 

Figure 20. Complete labeling of the engine microphones on the back of the engine. The red dots 
correspond to the subsources. 
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Figure 21. Complete labeling of the engine accelerometer. 

3.3.4. Tire microphones 

In total 8 microphones were mounted at each front tire as close as possible, see 

Figure 22. Two were mounted close to the leading edge and two close to the trailing 

edge. The remaining four were mounted close to the side of the wheel. The tire 

microphones were named as FLTIREx (Front Left TIRE) and FRTIREx (Front Right TIRE) 

where x = 1,2, …, 8. The compete labeling of the tire microphones is shown in Figure 

23. 

 

Figure 22. Microphones mounted around the front right wheel. Note that on this picture the rough road 
surface was not yet used.  
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Figure 23. Labeling of the tire microphones and the acoustic load, i.e. the paths. The arrows above the 
tires indicates the direction of the rotation. 

3.3.5. Tachometer 

The RPM of the front wheels were measured by a tachometer that was mounted on 

the left front wheel as in Figure 24. The RPM of the engine was derived using the 

transmission ratio. 

 

Figure 24. The tachometer was mounted on the left front wheel. 
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3.4. Measurement equipment 
The measurement equipment that was used during the test campaign are listed in 

Table 3. A complete table of all microphones and accelerometers that were used can 

be found in Appendix C. It was noticed during the analysis that PBN-microphone 16 

was defect. Since only the agreement between the measured PBN and the 

synthesized PBN was of interest in this project, the microphones and the 

accelerometers were not amplitude calibrated.  

Table 3. Equipment during the test campaign. 

 

Manufacturer Name Type Serial number Other 

Engine microphones 
G.R.A.S Sound 
& Vibrations 

ENGIx - see Appendix C 
1/4-inch, 
MIC16 default 

Tire microphones 
G.R.A.S Sound 
& Vibrations 

FLTIREx/FRTIREx - see Appendix C 1/4-inch 

Engine accelerometers 
G.R.A.S Sound 
& Vibrations 

ACCx:X,Y,Z - see Appendix C 1/4-inch 

PBN-microphones 
G.R.A.S Sound 
& Vibrations 

MICx - see Appendix C 1/4-inch 

Data acquisition system 

LMS, a Siemens  
Business 

SCADAS SC316-UTP 41042411 
 

Software 

LMS, a Siemens  
Business 

Test.Lab 13 A - - 
 

Volume acceleration 
source 

LMS, a Siemens  
Business 

LMS Qsource 
Mid frequency  
volume source 

16568 

Sensitivity:  
533.33 [(m3/s2)/Volt] 
Directivity:  
±0.5 dB at 200 Hz and  
±3.0 dB at 8000 Hz. 

Power amplifier YAMAHA 
 

Model P2500S 61064 
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3.5. Method 

3.5.1. NTF measurements 

To measure the NTFs a calibrated, omnidirectional volume velocity source was used. 

In the frequency range from 200 Hz to 8000 Hz it is omnidirectional. During the 

measurement it measures the actual volume acceleration at the nozzle. 

All NTFs were measured in a direct way, i.e. the LMS Qsource was placed at each 

path as seen in Figure 25, one after the other, and the response at all target positions 

were measured simultaneously. The targets were the PBN-microphones and the 

indicator microphones in the engine compartment and at the front tires. Each NTF 

was then calculated as 
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 ,     (17a) 
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     (17b) 

where ip  is the sound pressure at PBN-microphone 𝑖  and 
jQ  is the volume 

acceleration at path 𝑗. For each path 30 or 50 averages were made. The tire NTFs 

were measured twice; once placing the volume velocity source in the +Y direction 

and once in the –Y direction (see Figure 25). The final tire NTFs were calculated by 

taking the linear average of them, i.e. 

 
    , ,NTF NTF

NTF
2

tire Y tire Y

tire

 


 
   (18) 

where  NTF𝑡𝑖𝑟𝑒,+𝑌 and NTF𝑡𝑖𝑟𝑒,−𝑌 are the NTFs measured in the +Y and the – Y 

direction respectively.  
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Figure 25. The volume velocity source (the tube with the yellow head in the picture) at subsource  
FRLR_Front measured in the +Y-direction. 

3.5.2. Operational measurements 

The PBN test was performed for three different driving conditions: 

1. wide open throttle with 50 km/h at x = -10 m, 

2. wide open throttle with 50 km/h at x = 0 m and 

3. constant speed 50 km/h. 

The first one corresponds to the requirement in the current ISO362 standard and the 

two other to the upcoming ISO362 standard. 

The measurements were performed on a two-wheel roller bench with rough road 

surface. 
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3.6. Results 
Figure 26 to Figure 28 show an example of an NTF and the corresponding coherence 

up to 2000 Hz. Figure 29 shows the spectrum of the fan noise when the roller bench 

was not in use. 
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Figure 26. NTF between MIC1 and ENGINE1_1 i.e. the first PBN-microphone and the first engine acoustic 
load. 
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Figure 27. Coherence between measured sound pressure MIC1 and the acoustic load at ENGINE1_1. 
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Figure 28. NTF (green) and coherence (red) for MIC1 and ENGINE1_1. 
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Figure 29. Spectrum of the fan noise measured by MIC1 and ENGI1. 
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3.7. Discussion 
In Figure 27 it is seen that the coherence is not always one (1). A comparison with 

the corresponding NTF yields however that a drop in the coherence often coincide 

with a drop in the NTF, as seen in Figure 28. But this is not the case for frequencies 

up to 350 Hz. One possible explanation for the low coherence in this frequency range 

could be that the fan noise has a small impact on the measurement in this frequency 

range. 

In section 3.2 it was mentioned that the fans of the ventilation system of the roller 

bench was running during the measurement. To be able to assess its influence on the 

PBN measurement it was measured when the roller bench was not running. Figure 

29 shows its spectrum and it is seen that it contains mostly low frequency noise. 

Since only frequencies from 200 Hz to 8000 Hz were considered in the PBN 

measurement the influence of the fans was considered to be negligible. 

As was mentioned in section 3.3.2. it was discovered that PBN-microphone 16 was 

defect. For some unknown reason the microphone signal contained harmonics with 

approximately 300 Hz spacing, as seen in Figure 30. Due to this it was removed in all 

analyses. 
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Figure 30. Linear autopower spectrum of PBN microphone 16. 
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4. PBN for the Ford-Punch 
This chapter briefly discusses the PBN results for the three driving conditions. First 

follows a general discussion of the Ford-Punch during PBN test then each driving 

condition is discussed in more detail.   
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4.1. General discussion 
The objective of this thesis was to evaluate the performance of different methods to 

synthesize the PBN of an electric vehicle. However, to do so a deeper look into the 

PBN test for each driving condition was helpful. 

As was discussed in the chapter 1 the noise signature of an electric engine is often 

dominated by harmonics, also at high frequencies. This was also the case for the two 

electric engines in the Ford-Punch. Figure 31 shows a waterfall plot of one of the 

engine microphones (ENGI2) for ISO362_current. The harmonics are clearly visible as 

orders and the first five are order 6, 12, 18, 24 and 30 where order 30 is the most 

important one, see Figure 32. They are caused by the rotation of the six poles of the 

engines.  
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Figure 31. Waterfall of engine microphone ENGI2. 
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Figure 32. Waterfall of engine microphone ENGI2 for the RPM range corresponding to the PBN test. 
Order 30 is the most important one and is marked with a dotted line. 

The most important frequency range, i.e. the one that contributes the most to the 

PBN, was from 200 Hz up to 2000-2500 Hz. At higher frequencies, the sound pressure 

level decreases. This is seen in Figure 33 to Figure 36 for SIO362_Current. 
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Figure 33. Averaged autopower for PBN-microphone 13 during run up. 
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Figure 34. The green (upper) curve and the black (lower) curve show the averaged autopower of FRTIRE1 
and FLTIRE1, i.e. right respectively left front tire microphone, during run up.  
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Figure 35. Averaged autopower for engine microphone ENGI2 during run up.  
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Figure 36. Waterfall plot for left tire microphone FLTIRE1. 
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4.2. ISO362_old 
Figure 37 shows the measured PBN and the synthesized PBN together with the 

contribution from each source, i.e. the engine, the left tire and the right tire. The tire 

contributions seem to show a reasonable shape since 

i. the contribution from the right tire is higher than the left tire which is to be 

expected since the PBN microphones were mounted on the right side of the 

vehicle. 

ii. the contribution from the right tire has its maximum around x = 0 m, i.e. 

when the distance to the microphone is the shortest possible 

iii. the contribution from the left tire decreases as the vehicle approaches the 

position of the virtual microphone due to the shielding effect of the vehicle 

itself. Between x = 0 m and x = 4.5 m, when the vehicle passes the virtual 

microphone, the shielding effect is maximum. After x = 4.5 m the shielding 

effect decreases hence the contribution increases. However, the 

contribution starts to decrease due to the increased distance to the virtual 

microphone. 

A closer look to the waterfall plot of one of the engine microphones, as a function of 

time, shows that engine order 30 is very dominant after 3 s, see Figure 38. Also in the 

waterfall plot of one of the PBN-microphone engine order 30 is clearly visible, see 

Figure 39, which explains the peak at around 5 m. A complete list of the 

corresponding vehicle position, speed etc. for each PBN-microphone is found in 

Appendix B. 
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Figure 37. Model: OPA with one engine reference and seven references per tire. Black curve: measured 
PBN, red curve: synthesized PBN, green curve: engine contribution, blue curve: left tire contribution, 
purple curve: right tire contribution. The first cursor shows the vehicle position where the acceleration 
starts. The second and the third cursors show where the vehicle acts as a shield for the left tire.  
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Figure 38. Waterfall of the engine microphone ENGI2. 
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Figure 39. Waterfall of PBN-microphone MIC13 

One issue that should be discussed is the fact that the PBN track shown in Figure 37 

is longer than the actual one (also when the overhang has been compensated for, 

see section 3.3.2.) and that the kick down of the throttle is at x = -2.54 m instead of 

the beginning of the track. These errors come from an error in the microphone 

positioning in Test.Lab. For an unknown reason the microphone positions in Test.Lab 

were changed during the data acquisition as can be seen in Table 4. Examine the 

time between two measurements it is clear that the change of position was not 

made by a person. What trigged the change of position is currently not know. 
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However, the error does not affect the evaluation of the performance of the 

different methods. 

Table 4. Position of PBN-microphone MIC1 and the staring time of the data acquisition for each case and 
run. 

Case Run 
Position  

of MIC1 [m] 
Time 

ISO362_Current 1 -7.59727 17:37:28 

ISO362_Current 2 -7.59727 17:41:48 

    ISO362_New 1 -7.59727 17:51:44 

ISO362_New 2 -5.39 17:55:18 

ISO362_New 3 -5.39 17:58:22 

ISO362_New 4 -5.39 18:01:17 

    Constant_speed 1 -7.59727 18:07:00 

Constant_speed 2 -5.39 18:07:48 

Constant_speed 3 -5.39 18:08:34 

Constant_speed 4 -5.39 18:27:06 

 

4.3. ISO362_new 
Figure 40 shows the measured PBN and the synthesized PBN together with the 

source contributions, i.e. the engine, the left tire and the right tire. As for 

ISO362_Current the both tire contributions show a reasonable shape: 

i. the right tire contribution is higher than the left tire contribution which is to 

be expected since the PBN-microphones were mounted on the right side of 

the vehicle. 

ii. the right tire contribution has its maximum around the position of the virtual 

PBN-microphone 

iii. the left tire contribution has its maximums before and after the vehicle 

passes the virtual PBN-microphone however, the shielding affect from the 

vehicle is not that pronounced as for ISO362_Current. 

As seen in Figure 40 the ISO362_New seems to have to peaks in the total synthesized 

PBN. A closer look on the waterfall plot of one of the engine microphones reveal that 

engine order 30 has a dip around 2.4 s which explain the two peaks in the total 

synthesized PBN.    
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Figure 40. Model: OPA with one engine reference and seven references per tire. Black curve: measured 
PBN, red curve: synthesized PBN, green curve: engine contribution, blue curve: left tire contribution, 
purple curve: right tire contribution. 
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Figure 41. Waterfall of the engine microphone ENGI2. 
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4.4. Constant speed 
Figure 42 shows the measured PBN and the synthesized PBN together with the 

source contributions, i.e. the engine, the left tire and the right tire. 

As for the two run up cases, the tire contributions seems to be reasonable 

i. the right tire contribution is higher than the left one which is to be expected 

since the PBN-microphones were mounted on the right side of the vehicle 

ii. the constant decrease of the left tire contribution might be explained by the 

shielding effect from the vehicle and the increasing distance to the virtual 

PBN-microphone. However, these effects are not as clear as for the two 

previous cases 

It is also noticed that the maximum of the right tire contribution is not at x = 0 m but 

at around x = 2 m.  
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Figure 42. Model: OPA with one engine reference and six references per tire. Black curve: measured PBN, 
red curve: synthesized PBN, green curve: engine contribution, blue curve: left tire contribution, purple 
curve: right tire contribution. 

As for ISO362_Current the track length is not the correct one. For the case of 

constant speed, a bug in Test.Lab explains it. For a constant speed in-room PBN test 

there is no well defined start and end of the actual PBN test, hence it is up to the 

software developer to define when the PBN test starts. In Test.Lab the start is 

defined as the beginning of the measurement trace. However, due to the fade-in by 

the filter during the time domain calculation, the results for the first microphones 

will be lower. The effect of the fade-in is clearly visible in Figure 43 where the 

synthesized PBN is shown and in Figure 44 where the total synthesized contribution 

for the first PBN-microphone is shown. 
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As a work around, 2 s of zeroes was added to the measurement before the analysis. 

The result was improved but the effect was still visible, hence the first part of the 

results has been removed from all PBN figures for the constant speed case and 

therefore starts at -4 m. 
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Figure 43. Model: OPA with energetic ASQ. Effect of the filter fade-in on the synthesized PBN. 
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Figure 44. Model: OPA with energetic ASQ. Effect of the filter fade-in on the total synthesized 
contribution for the first PBN-microphone. 
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5. PBN model evaluation 

In this chapter five different models are used to predict the measured pass-by noise 

measured on the Ford-Punch Transit Connect EV.  First the PBN synthesis procedure 

in Test.Lab 13 A is briefly discussed and then an explanation of the engine harmonic 

filter follows. Then, all five modes are discussed and the results are presented. 

Finally, the results are discussed.   
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5.1. PBN synthesis in LMS Test.Lab 13A 
This section briefly discusses the main steps in PBN synthesizing analysis in LMS 

Test.Lab 13A.   

Step 1: Model definition 

In this step the targets (PBN-microphones), the paths (from the tires and the engine) 

and the indicators (indicator microphones) are defined as well as all the NTFs and the 

operational data. It is also at this stage one defines if it is a linear or an energetic ASQ 

model. The only difference (for the user) lays in how the operational data is defined: 

in the case of a linear ASQ model the operational data is defined as the spectrum of 

the time data and for the case of energetic ASQ it is defined as the autopower. 

Step 2: Loads 

In this step the loads are applied. If the loads were measured directly they are 

applied as direct loads. If they were not measured they need to be estimated using 

an appropriate method. For instance the complex mount stiffness method or the 

matrix inversion method. In the case of an OPA model, the measured sound pressure 

at the references is applied as direct load.  

Step 3: Frequency domain results 

In this step the results in the frequency domain are presented. Various presentation 

techniques are available and it is also at this stage different subsources can be 

grouped together. For the PBN analysis it is convenient to group all engine 

subsources to one source as well as the tire subsources to one single group.  

Step 4: Time domain ASQ 

The time domain ASQ are calculated in two different manners depending on the ASQ 

model, as described in section 2.2. 

Step 5: PBN-mixing 

In this step the time domain ASQ results at the different PBN-microphones are mixed 

to one virtual microphone. The mixing is done for each partial, group and total 

contribution.   
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5.2. Engine harmonic filter 
Even though a microphone is mounted as close as possible to a noise source, it is 

impossible to not capture other noise sources as well. The measured signal will, to 

some extent, always be contaminated by other noise sources. 

To measure the tire noise of the Ford-Punch, 8 microphones were distributed as 

close as possible to each front tire. However, as seen in Figure 45, they captured not 

only tire noise (which is broad band) but also engine noise (which has a pronounced 

tonal noise signature with clear orders). 

To be able to correctly predict the tire noise, these engine harmonics must be 

removed from the tire microphones. This is especially important in the OPA model, 

as discussed in section 4.6.4.4. To do so, a MIMO FIR-filter developed by Dr. Karl 

Janssens was used. The principle of this filter is to filter out that part of the target 

that is correlated to a reference. The three main steps in the filtering process are: 

Step 1 

In step 1, the transmissibility functions (TF) between each target microphone and the 

reference accelerometer are estimated using an H1-estimator. 

Step 2 

In step 2, the Impulse Response, IR, functions are calculated from the TFs from step 1 

by using Inverse Fast Fourier Transformation. 

Step 3 

In step 3, the measured time signal is filtered by using the IR-functions from step 2. 

In this case, with the engine harmonics in the tire microphones, the target was all the 

tire microphones and the reference was one accelerometer mounted on one of the 

engines. Also a microphone mounted close to the engine could have been used, but 

for the reason explained above it would probably capture not only engine noise but 

tire noise as well which then would have been removed from the tire microphones. 

In step 3, only the engine harmonics are filtered out. The tire noise,  ,tire filteredp t , is 

then the residual, i.e. 

     , , ,tire filtered tire measured engine filteredp t p t p t      (19) 

where  ,tire measuredp t   is the measured tire noise close to the tire,  ,engine filteredp t  is 

the filtered part of  ,tire measuredp t  , i.e. the engine harmonics. The result of the 

filtering of one of the tire microphones is shown in Figure 46 and Figure 47. It is 

clearly seen that engine order 6, 18 and 30 are removed. 
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Figure 45.  Left tire microphone number 8 (FLTIRE8) before the removal of the engine harmonics from 
ISO362_current.  
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Figure 46. Left tire microphone number 8 (FLTIRE8) after the removal of the engine harmonics from 
ISO362_current.  
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Figure 47. Spectrum of the left tire microphone number 8 (FLTIRE8) before (red) and after (green) the 
removal of the engine harmonics from ISO362_current. 
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Figure 48. Waterfall of ACC2:X which was used as the reference in the engine harmonic filter.  
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5.3. Models 
In total, five different models were build and each of them was evaluated for the 

three driving condition mentioned in section 3.5.2. The five models were: 

i. ASQ (with Matrix Inversion for the load estimation) 

a. energetic approach 

b. linear approach 

ii. OPA-ASQ (OPA for the engine and energetic ASQ for the tires) 

a. filtered tire references 

b. unfiltered tire reference 

iii. OPA  

All models considered three uncorrelated sources: the left front tire, the right front 

tire and the engine (where engine 1, engine 2 and the transmission were grouped 

into one, coherent source, see Figure 17). The models considered only frequencies 

from 200 Hz to 8000 Hz since this was the useful frequency range of the volume 

velocity source that was used for the measurements of the NTFs. 

For the calculation of the spectra, the autopowers and the transmissibility functions 

the operational measurement were considered as stationary for all three driving 

conditions.  

The models are presented in more details in Table 5 as well as in the following 

subsections. For the complete labeling of the sensors that were used in the models, 

see Figure 19 to Figure 21 and Figure 23 in section 3.3.3. 
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Table 5. Overview of the different models. 

Model Energetic ASQ Linear ASQ 
OPA with  

energetic ASQ_I 
OPA with  

energetic ASQ_II 
OPA 

Operational  
data 

Autopower Spectrum Autopower Autopower Autopower 

Load Matrix inversion Matrix inversion 
Direct and  

matrix inversion 
Direct and  

matrix inversion 
Direct 

Engine  
indicator 
microphones 

20 x 2 + 8* 20 x 2 + 8* - - - 

Engine  
paths 

10 x 2 + 4* 10 x 2 + 4* - - - 

Tire  
indicator 
microphones 

4 x 2** 4 x 2** 4 x 2** 4 x 2** - 

Tire  
indicator 
microphones 

2 x 2** 2 x 2** 2 x 2** 2 x 2** - 

Engine  
reference 
accelerometer 

- - Acc2:X Acc2:X Acc2:X 

Tire  
reference 
microphones 

- - - - 6 to 8 x 2*** 

Engine 
Harmonic 
Filter 

No No No Yes Yes 

Reference for 
engine 
harmonic 
filter 

- - - Acc2:X Acc2:X 

*) 20 indicators per engine and 8 indicators for the transmission. 

**) 4 indicators per front tire, the back tires were not considered in the model since 

they were not driven by the roller bench. 

***) 6 to 8 references per front tire. 
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5.3.1. Energetic ASQ with Matrix Inversion 

The in energetic ASQ model, each of the tree sources (left front tire, right front tire 

and the engine) was discretized into several coherent energy subsources. The engine 

was discretized into 24 coherent energy subsources (10 for engine 1, 10 for engine 2 

and 4 for the transmission) and each tire with two coherent energy subsources.  

To estimate the load, the Matrix Inversion method was applied. For each subsource 

two indicator microphones were used resulting in a factor 2 over determined 

equation system. Since the three sources were considered to be uncorrelated, the 

cross-coupling terms in the NTF matrix that was to be inverted (i.e. the NTF matrix in 

equation (8) in section 2.1.3) were set to zero. This resulted in three sub-matrices, 

one for each source. An overview of the model is seen in Figure 49. 

The indicator microphones that were used for the tires were FLTIRE1-FLTIRE4 for the 

left tire and FRTIRE1-FRTIRE4 for the right tire, see Figure 19 to Figure 21 and Figure 

23 in section 3.3.3. 

 

Figure 49. Overview of the ASQ model. 

Since it was an energetic model, the autopower of the operational measurement was 

used as operational data. It was calculated using block segments of 0.25 s, i.e  4 Hz 

frequency resolution, and Hanning window. Energy averaging with 50 % overlap was 

also applied. The duration of the PBN test was around one (1) second, but to 

increase the number of averages a total segment of 4 seconds was used for the two 

run up cases and 10 seconds for the constant speed case. 

For the time domain calculation, all even numbered indicator microphones (see 

Figure 19 to Figure 21 and Figure 23 in section 3.3.3.) were chosen as reference 

indicator microphone (see section 2.3. for time domain ASQ) 
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5.3.2. Linear ASQ 

In the linear ASQ model, the same discretization of the sources and the same 

indicator microphones were used as for the energetic ASQ model. The spectrum, 

instead of the autopower, of the operational measurement was used for the 

estimation of the loads.  

5.3.3. OPA with energetic ASQ 

In this model, the engine and the tires were modeled using two different methods. 

The tires were modeled with the same energetic ASQ model as was explained in 

section 5.3.1. above. The engine was modeled using an OPA model with only on 

reference. The reference was an accelerometer mounted on engine 1. 

This model was used twice but with two different tire load cases: one where the 

original measured data was used and one where the engine harmonics had been 

removed from the tire microphones using the engine harmonic filter (see section 

5.2.) 

The transmissibility function was calculated as in section 2.3. and equation (16), but 

an average of the crosspower spectra, ( )ypG    , and autopower spectra, 

( )ppG    , was used hence 

 
1

TF( ) ( ) ( )yp ppG G  


       .   (20) 

with 5 Hz frequency resolution and linear averaging with 50 % overlap and Hanning 

window. Accelerometer ACC2:X was used as reference. 

 

Figure 50. Overview of the ASQ-OPA model 
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4.3.4. OPA 

In this model, both the engine and tires were modeled using the OPA technique. As 

for the combined OPA-ASQ model the engine was modeled using only one 

accelerometer. For reasons that will be discussed later in section 5.4.4., no unique 

appropriate number of tire references was found but 6 to 8 references per tire were 

used depending on the driving conditions. The tire references that were used are 

presented in Table 6. 

Table 6. Tire reference that was used in the OPA model 

Number of  
references 

FLTIREx/FRTIREx 

6 x = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 

7 x = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 

8 x = 1 - 8 
 

The TFs were estimated in the same manner as in the OPA-ASQ model, i.e. from the 

operational data using a H1-estimator. The TF can be estimated in two ways: either 

all TF are estimated simultaneously or they are estimated block wise. An example of 

the later would be if the TFs for the engine are estimated as one block and the tires 

as another block. The two approaches are discussed in section 5.5.4.5. In these 

analyses they were all estimated simultaneously after the engine harmonics had 

been removed from the tire references.  

The engine harmonic filter (see section 5.2) was applied to the tire references. This 

was a very important step in the OPA modeling as will be explained in section 5.5.4.4 

and 5.5.4.5. 

 

Figure 51. Overview of the OPA model.  
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5.4. Results 
In this section, the comparison of the synthesized PBN and the measured PBN for 

each model and each driving condition are presented. In each figure, the measured 

PBN is shown together with the total synthesized PBN, the engine contribution and 

the total tire contribution. In Appendix D the same figures, but with the left and right 

tire contribution instead of the total one, are shown. 

At the end of this section, four of the five models are compared. A deeper discussion 

of each model is found in the section 5.5. 

5.4.1. Energetic ASQ 

Figure 52 to Figure 54 show the results from the energetic ASQ model. It is seen that, 

in general, all three driving conditions are underestimated throughout the whole 

PBN track. For ISO362_current the main underestimation is seen at the end of the 

track, i.e. where the engine starts to dominate the PBN. The maximum 

underestimation is -3.2 dB(A). For ISO362_new and the constant speed the 

maximum deviation is -2.7 dB(A) and -1.4 dB(A) respectively. 
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Figure 52. ISO362_current with energetic ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: 
engine contribution, blue: total tire contribution. 
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Figure 53. ISO362_new with energetic ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine 
contribution, blue: total tire contribution. 
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Figure 54. Constant with energetic ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine 
contribution, blue: total tire contribution. 
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5.4.2. Linear ASQ 

In Figure 55 to Figure 57 the results from the linear ASQ model are shown. It is seen 

that, in general, all three driving conditions are underestimated throughout the 

whole PBN track. For ISO362_current the main underestimation is seen at the end of 

the track, i.e. where the engine starts to dominate the PBN. The maximum 

underestimation is -5 dB(A). For ISO362_new and the constant speed run the 

maximum deviation is -3.2 dB(A) and -2.9 dB(A) respectively. 
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Figure 55. ISO362_current with linear ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine 
contribution, blue: total tire contribution. 
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Figure 56. ISO362_new with linear ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine 
contribution, blue: total tire contribution. 
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Figure 57. Constant speed with linear ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine 
contribution, blue: total tire contribution. 
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5.4.3. OPA-ASQ 

The two cases, i.e. with unfiltered and filtered tire reference, are presented in the 

same figures. It is clearly seen that the tire contribution is reduced when the tire 

filter is used. The maximum reduction (up to 0.8 dB(A)) is seen where the engine is 

most important. However, both models underestimate the total synthesized PBN for 

all three driving conditions. When the filter is used the maximum deviation from the 

measured PBN is -2 dB(A) for both ISO362_current and ISO362_new. For the 

constant speed, it is -1.3 dB(A). 
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Figure 58. ISO362_current. Engine OPA with energetic tire ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized 
PBN, green: engine contribution, blue: total tire contribution. The lines show filtered tire indicators and 
the dotted lines show unfiltered tire references. 
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Figure 59. ISO362_new. Engine OPA with energetic tire ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, 
green: engine contribution, blue: total tire contribution. The lines show filtered tire indicators and the 
dotted line show unfiltered tire references. 
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Figure 60. Constant speed. Engine OPA with energetic tire ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized 
PBN, green: engine contribution, blue: total tire contribution. The lines show filtered tire indicators and 
the dotted line show unfiltered tire references. 
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5.4.4. OPA 

The pure OPA model with filtered tire reference gives very good agreement for all 

three driving conditions with only a slightly underestimation or overestimation here 

and there (maximum 0.6 dB(A)). The figures below show the total synthesized PBN 

when seven references were used for ISO362_current and ISO362_new and six 

references for the constant speed case. 
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Figure 61. ISO362_current. One engine acceleration reference and seven microphone references per tire. 
Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine contribution, blue: total tire contribution. 
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Figure 62. ISO362_new. One engine acceleration reference and seven microphone references per tire. 
Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine contribution, blue: total tire contribution. 
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Figure 63. Constant speed. One engine acceleration reference and six microphone references per tire. 
Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine contribution, blue: total tire contribution. 
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5.4.5. Comparison of different models 

To make the comparison more readable, the OPA-ASQ model with unfiltered tire 

references has been omitted since it was already compared with the filtered one 

earlier in this section. 

5.4.5.1. Total synthesized PBN 

The following three figures, Figure 64 to Figure 66, show the total synthesized PBN 

for all four models and the measured PBN.  It is seen that the best synthesized PBN is 

achieved with the OPA model with six or seven references per tire. 
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Figure 64. ISO362_current. Total synthesized PBN compared with the measured one. Black: measured, 
red: energetic ASQ, green: linear ASQ, blue: engine OPA with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with 7 tire 
references per tire. 
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Figure 65. ISO362_new. Total synthesized PBN compared with the measured one. Black: measured, red: 
energetic ASQ, green: linear ASQ, blue: engine OPA with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with 7 tire 
references per tire. 
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Figure 66. Constant speed. Total synthesized PBN compared with the measured one. Black: measured, 
red: energetic ASQ, green: linear ASQ, blue: engine OPA with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with 6 tire 
references per tire. 
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5.4.5.2. Engine contribution 

The following three figures, Figure 67 to Figure 69, show the comparison of the 

estimated engine contributions for all four models. 
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Figure 67. ISO362_current. Engine contribution. Red: energetic ASQ, green: linear ASQ, blue: engine OPA 
with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with one engine accelerometer as reference. 
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Figure 68. ISO362_new. Engine contribution. Red: energetic ASQ, green: linear ASQ, blue: engine OPA 
with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with one engine accelerometer as reference. 
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Figure 69. Constant speed. Engine contribution. Red: energetic ASQ, green: linear ASQ, blue: engine OPA 
with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with one engine accelerometer as reference. 

5.4.5.3. Tire contribution 

The following three figures, Figure 70 to Figure 72, show the comparison of the 

estimated tire contributions for all four models. 
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Figure 70. ISO362_current. Tire contribution. Red: energetic ASQ, green: linear ASQ, blue: engine OPA 
with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with 7 tire references per tire. 
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Figure 71. ISO362_new. Tire contribution. Red: energetic ASQ, green: linear ASQ, blue: engine OPA with 
filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with 7 tire references per tire. 
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Figure 72. Constant speed. Tire contribution. Red: energetic ASQ, green: linear ASQ, blue: engine OPA 
with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with 7 tire references per tire. 
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5.5. Discussion 
At the beginning of this project, another PBN data set, measured on the same vehicle 

but on a different roller bench, was analyzed. Several energetic ASQ models were 

used but the synthesized PBN did not agree with the measured one. A closer look on 

the NTFs and the indicator microphones did not yield any strange behavior. Since the 

shape of the tire contributions seemed to be reasonable, much pointed in the 

direction that it was the energetic ASQ model that was not capable to predict the 

engine contributions very well.  To exclude the possibility that it was something 

wrong with the data set, the same measurements were performed again. But this 

time on a different roller bench and with twice as many engine and tire references. It 

is the results from this second measurement that are presented and discussed in this 

thesis. 

Worth keeping in mind when the performance of each model is evaluated is that a 

rough road profile was used which means that the tire contributions are more 

important than if a flat road surface would have been used. A consequence of this is 

that a minor error in the engine prediction might not influence the total prediction. 

5.5.1. Energetic ASQ 

Once again it was seen that the energetic ASQ method was not capable to correctly 

predict the PBN very well. In Figure 52 to Figure 54 two things are noticed: 

1) at constant speed the energetic ASQ model manage to predict the shape of 

the PBN, however it is underestimated 1-1.5 dB throughout the whole PBN 

test and 

2) for the two run-ups, i.e. ISO362_current and ISO362_new, the total 

synthesized PBN does not follow the measured one, nor in behavior nor in 

amplitude. 

For all three driving conditions the shapes of the tire contributions seems to be well 

predicted. The right tire contributes more than the left one and the shielding effect 

of the vehicle on the left tire contributions can be seen. 

For ISO362_current (Figure 52) the model underestimate the PBN significantly after x 

= 2 m, i.e. when the engine starts to dominate the PBN. 

During the evaluation of the energetic ASQ model it was noticed that a change of the 

engine indicators significantly changed the synthesized PBN. A closer look on the 

engine and tire contributions yields that it was the estimation of the engine that was 

very sensitive to the choice of indicators. The tire contributions were relatively 

unchanged. This is seen in Figure 73 for ISO362_current but was also seen for the 

other two driving conditions. 
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Figure 73. ISO362_current. Energetic ASQ. Red: total synthesized PBN, green: engine contribution, blue: 
total tire contribution. 

From the analysis of the previous data set as well as the new one it is concluded that 

the energetic ASQ method  

1. is capable to estimate the shape of the tire noise (since it is broad band) but 

it is slightly underestimated, 

2. is not capable to estimate the engine contribution correctly and 

3. it is very sensitive to the choice of reference indicators. 

One possible explanation for the poor results could be that the discretization of the 

engine, i.e. the number of subsources, is too coarse for high frequencies. In these 

analyses 10 subsources per engine and 4 subsources for the transmission were used. 

Including more subsources might improve the results, but it would be difficult from a 

practical point of view since the number of channels would be too large and since 

the space around the engines are limited. 

5.5.2. Linear ASQ 

Also the linear ASQ model underestimates the total synthesized PBN for all three 

driving conditions as seen in Figure 55 to Figure 57. A comparison with the other 

models shows that the linear ASQ model completely fails to estimate the engine 

order 30 for ISO362 _current, see Figure 67. The engine contribution for the other 

two driving conditions deviates significantly from the other TPA models as well, as 

seen Figure 68 and Figure 69. 

The shape of the total tire contribution seems to be predicted reasonable well, 

however, it is even more underestimated than for the energetic ASQ model. 
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Since it was not expected that the linear ASQ model would perform better than the 

energetic one, for the reason mentioned in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, the model was 

not further investigated. 

5.5.3. OPA-ASQ 

Using the combined OPA-ASQ model improves the synthesized PBN for the two run-

ups, as can be seen in Figure 58 and in Figure 59, compared to the two ASQ models. 

With this model, the shape of the PBN is well predicted, however, it is still 

underestimated. 

With the OPA method came two questions: 

1. how many reference shall be used and 

2. what kind of senor is best suited as the reference(s)? 

To investigate these two questions several OPA models were made with i) different 

number of reference (1, 2, 3, 6 and 9 references) ii) different combinations of 

references and iii) different type of sensors. For the models, several analyses were 

done: 

 the synthesized PBN and the measured PBN was compared, 

 the waterfalls of both measured and synthesized PBN were examined, 

 order tracking of the synthesized PBN was compared to the measured one 

 the singular values of for the autopower matrix for the TF estimation were 

examined, 

 the influence of the phase between different sensors was looked close upon 

and finally 

 the sensitivity to the sensor position was investigated. 

Some of the analyses were only done for ISO362_current. The conclusions are that 

1. only one reference is needed to predict the engine contribution, 

2. more than one reference should be avoided and 

3. an accelerometer is preferable as the reference. 

Each analysis is discussed in more detail in the following subsections.  

5.5.3.1. Comparison of synthesized PBN and measured PBN 

It was seen that as the number of reference increased so did the total synthesized 

PBN. This can be seen in Figure 74 for ISO362_current. This behavior was also seen 

for the other two driving conditions. It was seen that up to three accelerometer 

references gave reasonable results. A closer look on the source contribution yield 

that the engine contribution started to increase with the number of reference, as 

seen in Figure 75 for ISO362_current. The same behavior, but less pronounced, was 

also seen when microphones were used as references, as seen in Figure 76. 
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Figure 74. Comparison between synthesized PBN, estimated with OPA-ASQ, and measured PBN for 
ISO362_current. Black: measured, red: synthesized PBN with one accelerometer, green: synthesized PBN 
with two accelerometers, blue: synthesized PBN with three accelerometers, purple: synthesized PBN with 
six accelerometers and light blue: synthesized PBN with nine accelerometers. 
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Figure 75. Comparison between engine contributions for ISO362_current estimated with different 
number of references. Red: one accelerometer, green: two accelerometers, blue: three accelerometers, 
purple: six accelerometers and light blue: nine accelerometers. 
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Figure 76. Comparison between synthesized PBN, estimated with OPA-ASQ, and measured PBN for 
ISO362_current. Black: measured, red: synthesized PBN with one microphone, green: synthesized PBN 
with two microphones, blue: synthesized PBN with three microphones, purple: synthesized PBN with six 
microphones and light blue: synthesized PBN with nine microphones. 

5.5.3.2. Waterfall plots 

To better understand the behavior and where the large over prediction originated 

from, the waterfall plots of the total synthesized contribution to each PBN-

microphone was compared to the measured one. As can be seen in Figure 77 to 

Figure 80 it is the engine orders that become largely over predicted when more than 

three accelerometers are used. Not only order 30 becomes more important but also 

order 6, 12, 18 and 24 become much more pronounced. 
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Figure 77. Waterfall plot of measured PBN at PBN-microphone 14. 
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Figure 78. Waterfall plot of total synthesized contribution at PBN-microphone 14 using one 
accelerometer reference. 
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Figure 79. Waterfall plot of total synthesized contribution at PBN-microphone 14 using three 
accelerometer references. 
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Figure 80. Waterfall plot of total synthesized contribution at PBN-microphone 14 using nine 
accelerometer references. 

5.5.3.3. Order tracking 

Since engine order 30 is very pronounced during the run-ups and dominate the PBN 

an order tracking analysis were done. It was seen that one, two and sometimes three 

accelerometer followed the measured order good. But when six or nine references 

were used the order was over predicted. For ISO362_current this is seen in Figure 81 

and Figure 82 for PBN-microphone 1 and 14 respectively. When microphones were 

used instead of accelerometers the order was sufficiently good predicted also with 
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six and nine references. For ISO362_current this is seen in Figure 83 and Figure 84 for 

PBN-microphone 1 and 14 respectively. 
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Figure 81. Comparison of synthesized and measured engine order 30 at PBN-microphone 1. Black: 
measured, red: synthesized PBN with one accelerometer, green: synthesized PBN with two 
accelerometers, blue: synthesized PBN with three accelerometers, purple: synthesized PBN with six 
accelerometers and light blue: synthesized PBN with nine accelerometers. 
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Figure 82. Comparison of synthesized and measured engine order 30 at PBN-microphone 14. Black: 
measured, red: synthesized PBN with one accelerometer, green: synthesized PBN with two 
accelerometers, blue: synthesized PBN with three accelerometers, purple: synthesized PBN with six 
accelerometers and light blue: synthesized PBN with nine accelerometers. 
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Figure 83. Comparison of synthesized and measured engine order 30 at PBN-microphone 1. Black: 
measured, red: synthesized PBN with one microphone, green: synthesized PBN with two microphones, 
blue: synthesized PBN with three microphones, purple: synthesized PBN with six microphones and light 
blue: synthesized PBN with nine microphones. 
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Figure 84. Comparison of synthesized and measured engine order 30 at PBN-microphone 14. Black: 
measured, red: synthesized PBN with one microphone, green: synthesized PBN with two microphones, 
blue: synthesized PBN with three microphones, purple: synthesized PBN with six microphones and light 
blue: synthesized PBN with nine microphones. 
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5.5.3.4. Singular value decomposition 

A crucial step in OPA is the estimation of the transmissibility functions (TF). The 

procedure contains matrix inversion of the autopower matrix as was seen in section 

2.3. This matrix inversion might suffer from bad conditioning if the matrix is rank 

deficient. To get at deeper insight in the autopower matrix a singular value 

decomposition was performed. The singular values for ISO362_current are shown in 

Figure 85 for the case of 9 accelerometer references. The same behavior was also 

seen for the case of 9 microphone references. It is seen that only one singular value 

governs the behavior from 200 Hz to 1600 Hz. This indicates that only one 

phenomenon is present and hence only one reference should be needed. 
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Figure 85. Singular values for ISO362_current when 9 accelerometer references were used. 

5.5.3.5. Influence of phase 

It was seen that the phase relation could have a large impact on the estimation in 

two ways: 1) the single partial contribution could be largely overestimated even 

though the total engine contribution were reasonable and 2) the total engine 

contribution could change significantly due to the phase. 

As was discussed in section 2.3. partial contributions might be badly predicted even 

though the sum of them is reasonable. A deeper look into the partial contribution of 

the engine yield that the OPA model of the engine was not an exception. In Figure 86 

it is seen that using one or two indicators gives approximately the same engine 

contributions. However, in the case of two references it is seen that each partial 

contributions are largely over predicted. 
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Figure 86. Total synthesized PBN for constant speed. The model uses OPA with one or two accelerometer 
references to estimate the engine contribution and energetic ASQ to estimate the tire contributions. 
Black: measured PBN, red: partial engine contribution from ACC2:X when both ACC2:X and ACC3:Y are 
used as OPA references, green: partial engine contribution from ACC3:Y when both ACC2:X and ACC3:Y 
are used as OPA references, purple: total contribution when ACC2:X and ACC3:Y are used as references, 
i.e. the sum of the two partial contributions red and green and blue: total engine contribution when only 
ACC2:X is used as OPA reference. 

Another issue addressed to the phase relation between two references is seen in 

Figure 87 and Figure 88. In the former figure, the total synthesized PBN for three 

models are compared. All three models use only one reference and it is seen that 

their performance are equally good. In the latter figure the model uses two 

references and here it is seen that two models that uses the same references as in 

previous figure give different results. 

Since it has been seen in earlier analysis that using two or three references do not 

improve the prediction and that the phase relation between reference might 

influence the prediction significantly if more than one reference is used, it should be 

concluded that one reference is enough to predict the engine contribution and that 

more references should be avoided. 
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Figure 87. Total synthesized PBN for constant speed. The model uses OPA with one microphone 
references to estimate the engine contribution and energetic ASQ to estimate the tire contributions. 
Black: measured PBN, red: ENGI2 as OPA references, green: ENGI22 as OPA references and blue: ENGI46 
as OPA reference. 
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Figure 88. Total synthesized PBN for constant speed. The model uses OPA with two microphone 
references to estimate the engine contribution and energetic ASQ to estimate the tire contributions. 
Black: measured PBN, red: ENGI22 and ENGI 46 as OPA references and green: ENGI2 and ENGI46 as OPA 
references. 
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5.5.3.6. Influence of reference position 

To investigate how the position of the reference affects the prediction of the PBN 

and engine contribution, different accelerometers and microphones were evaluated. 

All 7 accelerometers with all three directions were used as well as 20 of the 

microphones (see Table 7 for a complete list of microphones). In Figure 89 and Figure 

90 the total synthesized PBN as well as the engine contribution for each reference 

position are shown for accelerometers and microphones respectively. The following 

two figures, Figure 91 and Figure 92, show the two positions that gave the largest 

deviation. It is seen that the model is less sensitive to different accelerometer 

positions that it is for microphone positions. It is therefore concluded that an 

accelerometer is most suitable as engine reference. 
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Figure 89. ISO362_current. The red curves show the engine contribution estimated with one 
accelerometer as OPA reference and the blue curves show the total synthesized PBN estimated with OPA 
for the engine contribution and clean energetic ASQ for the tire contributions. 

Table 7. Complete list over microphones that was used  
as a reference to evaluate the sensitivity of the model. 

engine 1  

front 2, 5, 8 

back 10, 11,  14 

side 17, 18 

engine 2 

front 21, 22, 24 

back 29, 31, 34, 35  

side 39 

transmission 
front 42 

back 45, 46, 48  
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Figure 90. ISO362_current. The red curves show the engine contribution estimated with one microphone 
as OPA reference and the blue curves show the total synthesized PBN estimated with OPA for the engine 
contribution and clean energetic ASQ for the tire contributions. 
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Figure 91. ISO362_current. The dotted line (ACC1:Y) and the full line (ACC7:Z) show the two references 
that show the biggest discrepancy  in Figure 89 in the region where the engine is dominant . The red 
curves show the engine contribution estimated with one OPA reference and the blue curves show the 
total synthesized PBN estimated with OPA for the engine contribution and clean energetic ASQ for the 
tire contributions. 
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Figure 92. ISO362_current. The dotted line (ENGI42) and the full line (ENGI21) show the two references 
that show the biggest discrepancy  from Figure 90 in the region where the engine is dominant . The red 
curves show the engine contribution estimated with one OPA reference and the blue curves show the 
total synthesized PBN estimated with OPA for the engine contribution and clean energetic ASQ for the 
tire contributions. 
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5.5.3.7. Waterfall of engine microphone 

The conclusion that only one reference should be used is also confirmed by 

reference [12] where it is stated that the number of reference should be less than or 

equal to the number of phenomena at each spectral line. In Figure 93 it is seen that 

the spectral line most often is crossed by only one or two engine orders in the most 

important frequency range (200 Hz to 2000-2500 Hz) and RPM range (2500 to 3000 

RPM). 
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Figure 93. Waterfall of ENGI2. 

5.5.3.8. Time domain 1/3-octave band filtering 

To find out in which frequency range the model underestimates, the total 

synthesized contribution to each PBN microphone was filtered using time domain 

1/3-octave band filter. The block size of the filter was 0.5 s for 1/3-octave band 250 

Hz to 500 Hz and 0.2 s for 630 Hz to 6300 Hz. Figure 94 and Figure 95 show the 

difference between the synthesized PBN and the measured PBN. The difference was 

taken at the corresponding position in time (see Appendix B) for each PBN-

microphone. Worth keeping in mind is that the total A-weighted SPL are much higher 

at frequencies below 2000 Hz than above, as was seen in Figure 33, hence a large 

difference a high frequencies will not affect the total A-weighted SPL as much as a 

large difference at low frequencies.  
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Figure 94. Difference between the synthesized PBN and the measured PBN at odd numbered PBN-
microphones. A negative difference indicates an underestimation of the synthesized PBN.  

 

 

Figure 95. Difference between the synthesized PBN and the measured PBN at odd numbered PBN-
microphones. A negative difference indicates an underestimation of the synthesized PBN. 
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5.5.4. OPA 

Using OPA also for the tire contribution improves the total synthesized PBN. The 

agreement between the measured PBN and the synthesized PBN is very good for all 

three driving conditions as can be seen in Figure 61 to Figure 63. 

Since the tires have a broad band frequency content it was not expected that one 

reference would be enough to correctly predict the tire contributions. To investigate 

this several models were built that used different number of references (2, 4, 6, 7 

and 8 depending on the driving condtion). For each model, three analyses were 

done: 

 the synthesized PBN and the measured PBN was compared 

 the singular values of the autopower matrix for the TF estimation were 

examined and 

 the total tire contribution was compared with the one achieved by filtering 

the PBN-microphones. 

It was not possible to find a unique number of references that was appropriate but it 

was concluded that 6 to 8 references per tire are needed. It was also seen that the 

engine harmonics must be removed from the tire reference to avoid wrong 

estimation of the source contributions and that the transmissibility function for the 

engine and the ones for the tires should be estimated simultaneously. 

In an OPA model, it is very important to have incoherent sources. To check whether 

the left and the right front tires was uncorrelated or not, the coherence between one 

of the eight microphones on each side was calculated. In Figure 96 it is seen that the 

coherence is well below 1.  
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Figure 96. Coherence between FLTIRE2 and FRTIRE2 for ISO362_current. 
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5.5.4.1. Comparison of synthesized PBN and measured PBN 

As expected it was seen that the total synthesized PBN increases as more tire 

references were included in the model. For ISO362_current it is seen in Figure 97 

that 6 references gives a good prediction where the tires are dominant and 8 

references where the engine is dominant.  A close look on the engine contribution 

and the tire contributions shows that it is the tire contributions that increase, as seen 

in Figure 98. 

In Figure 99 and Figure 100 the synthesized PBN for ISO362_new and Constant speed 

is compared to the measured PBN. As seen in the figures, the 7 or 8 references give 

good PBN prediction for ISO362_new and 6, 7 or 8 reference give all good PBN 

prediction for Constant speed. 
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Figure 97. ISO362_current. Full OPA model with one engine reference (ACC2:X) and different number of 
tire references. Black: measured PBN, red: total synthesized PBN with 4 tire references per tire, green: 
total synthesized PBN with 6 tire references per tire, blue: total synthesized PBN with 7 tire references 
per tire, purple: total synthesized PBN with 8 tire references per tire. 
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Figure 98. ISO362_current. Full OPA model with one engine reference (ACC2:X) and different number of 
tire references. Black: measured PBN, red: total tire contribution with 4 tire references per tire, green: 
total tire contribution with 6 tire references per tire, blue: total tire contribution with 7 tire references 
per tire, purple: total tire contribution with 8 tire references per tire. 
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Figure 99. ISO362_new. Full OPA model with one engine reference (ACC2:X) and different number of tire 
references. Black: measured PBN, red: total synthesized PBN with 2 tire references per tire, green: total 
synthesized PBN with 4 tire references per tire, blue: total synthesized PBN with 6 tire references per tire, 
purple: total synthesized PBN with 7 tire references per tire and light blue: 8 total synthesized PBN with 8 
tire references. 
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Figure 100. Constant speed. Full OPA model with one engine reference (ACC2:X) and different number of 
tire references. Black: measured PBN, red: total synthesized PBN with 2 tire references per tire, green: 
total synthesized PBN with 4 tire references per tire, blue: total synthesized PBN with 6 tire references 
per tire, purple: total synthesized PBN with 7 tire references per tire and light blue: 8 total synthesized 
PBN with 8 tire references. 
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5.5.4.2. Singular value decomposition 

Unlike the SVD of the engine that was discussed earlier, the SVD of this OPA model 

does not indicate a unique appropriate number of references. As seen in Figure 101 

there is no clear gap between the singular values (except for the one that correspond 

to the engine) that indicates how many phenomena that is present at each 

frequency. Hence the only conclusion that can be drawn is that if too few references 

are used, it will not be possible to capture all phenomena. On the other hand, if too 

many references are used, the risk of having a badly conditioned system increases 

and with that the sensitivity to error in the input.  
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Figure 101. ISO362_current. Singular values of the autopower matrix when one reference is used for the 
engine and 8 references are used per tire. The red curve corresponds to the engine and the other 16 to 
the tires. 
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5.5.4.3. Comparison with filtered PBN-microphones 

By using one accelerometer as reference it is possible to divide the total PBN into 

one part that is correlated to the engine and one residual part. Since only two main 

sources are assumed to contribute to the total PBN, namely the engine and tires, the 

residual part would be an approximation of the total tire contribution to the PBN. 

The total synthesized tire contribution using OPA could then be compared with the 

residual part of measured PBN. Comparing the total RMS value from 200 Hz to 2000 

Hz confirm that 6 to 8 references per tire are needed to predict the total tire 

contribution, as seen in Figure 102. 
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Figure 102. Total synthesized tire contribution estimated with the OPA model with 6 references per tire 
for ISO362_Current compared to the residual sound pressure level from the PBN microphones when the 
engine harmonics have been removed. Black: residual and blue: synthesized with OPA.  
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5.5.4.4. Removal of engine harmonics 

One of the main issues with OPA is that the method tries to fit the total contribution 

with the measurement by using the measurement in the estimation. In other words: 

the measurement is used in the estimation of the total contribution which is then 

compared with the measurement. It is therefore not a big surprise that it fits very 

well with the measured one. This effect has been studied earlier in [13] and is one of 

the main drawbacks with OPA models. During the analysis of the OPA model in this 

project this effect has once again been seen, but this time in the time domain. In 

Figure 103 the total synthesized PBN is compared with the measured one for two 

cases, one where the OPA model used filtered tire reference (full line) and one 

where it used unfiltered tire references. The only difference that is seen is that the 

total synthesized PBN is slightly lower where the engine is dominating when the 

harmonic filter has been used. This is expected since the engine harmonics are 

removed from the tire. However, a closer look on the engine and the tire 

contributions for the two cases yield something else: the two contributions are 

completely different in the two cases, as seen in Figure 104. In the case where the 

engine harmonics were not removed from the tire references it is seen that the tire 

contribution increases significantly at the region where the engine normally is 

dominating. But since the OPA model, by its nature, tries to fit the synthesized PBN 

to the measured one, this is compensated for in the engine contribution. The 

conclusion from this is that the engine harmonics must be removed from the tire 

reference before they are used in an OPA model to get the correct source 

contributions. 
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Figure 103. ISO362_current. OPA model with one engine reference and one or four unfiltered tire 
references. The figure shows the comparison of the total synthesized PBN  (red) when one tire reference 
per tire is used (full line) and when four tire references are used per tire (dotted line). The black curve the 
measured PBN. 
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Figure 104. ISO362_current. OPA model with one engine reference and one or four unfiltered tire 
references. The figure shows the comparison of the engine contribution (green) and the total tire 
contribution (blue) for the case when one tire reference per tire is used (full line) and when four tire 
references are used per tire (dotted line) 
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5.5.4.5. Estimation of the transmissibility functions 

The estimation of the TFs could be done in three ways: i) all simultaneously, ii) 

engine and tires separately or iii) engine, left tire and right tire separately. A close 

look on the two former ways shows that the estimation of the TFs is preferably done 

simultaneously, see Figure 105. This is so since the filtering of the tire references 

might not be perfect and then if the TFs are calculated separately a small part of the 

engine harmonics will be taken into account twice, see Figure 106 and Figure 107. 

Nevertheless, if the TFs are estimated simultaneously this might results in errors in 

the estimation of the source contributions, as was seen in the previous section. 

However, if the engine harmonics are removed from the tire reference, the error in 

the estimation of the contributions should be small also when the TFs are estimated 

simultaneously  
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Figure 105. Constants speed. OPA model with one engine reference and 6 tire references per tire. The 
figure shows a comparison of the synthesized PBN when all the FTs are estimated simultaneously (full 
line) and when the engine TF and the tire TFs are estimated separately (dotted line). Black: measured 
PBN, red: total synthesized PBN, green: engine contribution and blue: total tire contribution. 
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Figure 106. Comparison of the total synthesized PBN  (red) when the TFs are calculated simultaneously 
(full line) and separately (dotted line). The black curve is the measured PBN. OPA model for 
ISO362_current. 
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Figure 107. Comparison of the total tire contribution (blue) and the engine contribution (green) when 
the TFs are calculated simultaneously (full line) and separately (dotted line). OPA model for 
ISO362_current. 
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5.6. Conclusions 
In this master thesis, different TPA techniques to perform exterior sound source 

localization on an electric vehicle during PBN test have been evaluated. Five methods 

were evaluated: 

1. ASQ with matrix inversion 

I. energetic approach 

II. linear approach 

2. OPA for the engine and energetic ASQ for the tires 

I. without engine harmonic filter applied to the tire microphones 

II. with engine harmonic filter applied to the tire microphones 

3. OPA with engine harmonic filter applied to the tire microphones 

The performance of each model was evaluated for three driving conditions: 

1. wide open throttle and 50 km/h at x = -10 m (current ISO362 test) 

2. wide open throttle and 50 km/h at x = 0 m (upcoming ISO362 test) 

3. constant speed at 50 km/h (upcoming ISO362 test) 

It has been seen that the energetic ASQ model does not manage to predict the PBN 

very well. It under predict the tire contributions and cannot predict the behavior of 

the engine. Due to its sensitivity to the position of the indicators it is not 

recommended to be used. 

The linear ASQ model is not able to predict the PBN. It underestimates the tire 

contributions and is not at all able to predict the harmonics in the engine 

contribution. 

The OPA-ASQ model manages to predict the shape of the PBN but not the level. The 

engine contribution is well predicted but the tire contributions are under predicted. 

The OPA gives a very good prediction of the PBN. Both the total synthesized PBN and 

each source contribution are well predicted. 

However, the method has several weaknesses: 

- the estimation of the TF might result in a sensitive model, 

- the engine harmonics must be removed from the tire references and 

- the source contributions should be interpreted with care since different 

sources might to compensate for each other. 

It has been seen that only one engine reference is needed (the use of more engine 

references shall be avoided due to their phase relation) and that the PBN prediction 

is not sensitive to its position when an accelerometer is used as reference. Due to 

the broad band characteristic of the tire noise, the needed number of tire reference 
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might vary slightly. It was however seen that 6 to 8 reference per tire give good 

results. All transmissibility functions should be estimated simultaneously since it 

might remain some engine harmonics in the tire references. 

In summary in can be concluded that only the pure OPA model, in combination with 

engine harmonic filtering, mange to correctly predict the PBN and each source 

contributions for all three driving conditions. Nevertheless, the source contributions 

shall be interpreted carefully. 
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Appendix A - Mathematical concepts [20] 
 

Overdetermined system of equations 

An overdetermined system of equations is a system of equations where the number 

of equations, m, is higher than the number of unknowns, n. This means that there is 

no unique solution to the system of equation. In other words 

    x A b   

where  A is a non-square matrix but with dimension m-by-n  where m>n and  b  is 

not unique. 

To solve an overdetermined system of equations, there exist a number of 

techniques. One of them is the Moore-Penros Pseudoinvers method.  

Pseudoinveres 

Moore-Penros Pseudoinveres is at method to solve an overdetermined system of 

equations. It makes use of the singular values of  A . These are obtained though 

singular value decomposition of  A . 

Singular Value Decomposition 

Singular value decomposition is a way to decompose a matrix such that 

     
T

A U V   

where  U  is a m-by-n matrix,  V  is a n-by-n matrix and   is a m-by-n matrix 

containing the singular values of  A . The singular values of a matrix are used e.g. in 

Moore-Penros Pseudoinvers and to determine the conditioning number of a matrix.  

Conditioning number 

The conditioning number of a matrix can be calculated in many ways, for instance 

with the singular values of the matrix. The conditioning number is then the ration 

between the largest and the smallest singular value as 

max

min

_conditioning number
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The conditioning number gives an estimate of the stability of the matrix inversion 

and the solution to a linear equation system.  The conditioning number shows how 

sensitive the solution is to a small perturbation of matrix  A  (e.g. if  A  is 

determined experimentally the condition number of  A  gives an estimate of how 

sensitive the solution is to measurement noise). The higher the conditioning number 

is, the more sensitive is  A to perturbation. A matrix with high conditioning number 

is said to be ill-conditioned.  

Rank 

The rank refers to the number of linear independent columns of a matrix. A matrix is 

said to be of full rank if all columns are linearly independent of each other. If this is 

not the case, the matrix is said to be rank deficient.  
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Appendix B – PBN data 

 
Table 8. Table over position, pass-by time, speed and engine rpm for the vehicleduring ISO362_current. 

 

ISO362_current 

PBN MIC 
Real  

position  
[m] 

Position  
Test.Lab  

[m] 

Time  
[s]* 

Speed  
[km/h]* 

Engine  
RPM* 

1 -6.26 -7.60 1.93 49.4 2507 

2 -5.42 -6.46 2.01 49.8 2526 

3 -4.54 -5.26 2.09 50.1 2546 

4 -3.71 -4.13 2.17 50.5 2565 

5 -2.84 -2.94 2.25 50.8 2584 

6 -2.00 -1.79 2.33 51.2 2603 

7 -1.13 -0.61 2.41 51.6 2623 

8 -0.29 0.53 2.49 51.9 2642 

9 0.60 1.75 2.57 52.3 2661 

10 1.43 2.88 2.66 52.6 2680 

11 2.31 4.08 2.74 53.0 2699 

12 3.14 5.21 2.82 53.3 2719 

13 4.02 6.41 2.90 53.7 2738 

14 4.85 7.54 2.98 54.0 2757 

15 5.70 8.71 3.06 54.4 2776 

16 6.57 9.89 3.14 54.8 2796 

17 7.46 11.10 3.22 55.1 2815 

18 8.30 12.24 3.30 55.5 2834 

19 9.17 13.44 3.38 55.8 2853 

*) The speed and the engine rpm for PBN MIC 2 to 18 has been  
approximated using a linear relationship between PBN MIC 1 and 19.  
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Table 9. Table over position, pass-by time, speed and engine rpm for the vehicle during ISO362_new. 

 

ISO362_new 

PBN MIC 
Real  

position  
[m] 

Position  
Test.Lab  

[m] 

Time  
[s]* 

Speed  
[km/h]* 

Engine  
RPM* 

1 -6.26 -5.39 1.86 47.6 2424 

2 -5.42 -4.56 1.92 48.0 2443 

3 -4.54 -3.67 1.98 48.3 2462 

4 -3.71 -2.85 2.04 48.7 2481 

5 -2.84 -1.98 2.10 49.0 2499 

6 -2.00 -1.13 2.17 49.4 2518 

7 -1.13 -0.27 2.23 49.7 2537 

8 -0.29 0.57 2.29 50.1 2556 

9 0.60 1.46 2.35 50.4 2574 

10 1.43 2.29 2.41 50.8 2593 

11 2.31 3.17 2.47 51.1 2612 

12 3.14 4.00 2.53 51.5 2631 

13 4.02 4.88 2.59 51.8 2649 

14 4.85 5.71 2.65 52.2 2668 

15 5.70 6.57 2.72 52.5 2687 

16 6.57 7.44 2.78 52.9 2706 

17 7.46 8.32 2.84 53.2 2724 

18 8.30 9.16 2.90 53.6 2743 

19 9.17 10.04 2.96 53.9 2762 

*) The speed and the engine rpm for PBN MIC 2 to 18 has been  
approximated using a linear relationship between PBN MIC 1 and 19. 
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Table 10. Table over position, pass-by time, speed and engine rpm for the vehicle during ISO362_current. 

 
Constant speed 

PBN MIC 
Real  

position  
[m] 

Position  
Test.Lab  

[m] 

Time  
[s]* 

1 -6.26 -5.39 -0.08 

2 -5.42 -4.56 -0.02 

3 -4.54 -3.67 0.04 

4 -3.71 -2.85 0.11 

5 -2.84 -1.98 0.17 

6 -2.00 -1.13 0.23 

7 -1.13 -0.27 0.29 

8 -0.29 0.57 0.36 

9 0.60 1.46 0.42 

10 1.43 2.29 0.48 

11 2.31 3.17 0.55 

12 3.14 4.00 0.61 

13 4.02 4.88 0.67 

14 4.85 5.71 0.73 

15 5.70 6.57 0.80 

16 6.57 7.44 0.86 

17 7.46 8.32 0.92 

18 8.30 9.16 0.98 

19 9.17 10.04 1.05 

*) The speed and the engine rpm for PBN MIC 2 to 18 has been  
approximated using a linear relationship between PBN MIC 1 and 19. 
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Appendix C – Microphones and accelerometers during the 

measurement 
 

Table 11. List of Pass-by noise (PBN) microphones. 

Name Serial no. 
Sensitivity  
[mv/Pa] 

Position Channel no. 

MIC1 78248 53.3218 PBN mic no. 1 3 

MIC2 111131 48.8772 PBN mic no. 2 4 

MIC3 111146 47.4428 PBN mic no. 3 5 

MIC4 78238 52.1824 PBN mic no. 4 6 

MIC5 111144 51.3520 PBN mic no. 5 7 

MIC6 111153 51.3567 PBN mic no. 6 8 

MIC7 111037 54.7948 PBN mic no. 7 9 

MIC8 111142 51.2059 PBN mic no. 8 10 

MIC9 186629 58.5772 PBN mic no. 9 11 

MIC10 179331 57.6801 PBN mic no. 10 12 

MIC11 111149 55.1066 PBN mic no. 11 13 

MIC12 64845 50.8237 PBN mic no. 12 14 

MIC13 179338 52.5897 PBN mic no. 13 15 

MIC14 111127 54.9851 PBN mic no. 14 16 

MIC15 64852 50.4367 PBN mic no. 15 17 

MIC16 108954 47.7880 PBN mic no. 16 18 

MIC17 111125 49.0192 PBN mic no. 17 19 

MIC18 186624 53.6462 PBN mic no. 18 20 

MIC19 64855 53.3519 PBN mic no. 19 21 
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Table 12. List of microphones in the engine compartment. 

Name Serial no. 
Sensitivity  
[mv/Pa] 

Position Channel no. 

ENGI1 186630 53.4493 Engine 1 front 22 

ENGI2 64861 51.2928 Engine 1 front 23 

ENGI3 64860 52.6853 Engine 1 front 24 

ENGI4 111124 52.5878 Engine 1 front 25 

ENGI5 111126 52.3774 Engine 1 front 26 

ENGI6 108955 49.8414 Engine 1 front 27 

ENGI7 78243 60.6592 Engine 1 front 28 

ENGI8 111141 50.9753 Engine 1 front 29 

ENGI9 64858 51.7982 Engine 1 back 30 

ENGI10 111152 45.1086 Engine 1 back 31 

ENGI11 186625 55.0839 Engine 1 back 32 

ENGI12 111043 60.6408 Engine 1 back 33 

ENGI13 185792 56.1020 Engine 1 back 34 

ENGI14 186622 58.1627 Engine 1 back 35 

ENGI15 64862 52.3316 Engine 1 back 36 

ENGI16 78235 51.6816 Engine 1 back 37 

ENGI17 64841 52.5759 Engine 1 side 38 

ENGI18 186619 53.1816 Engine 1 side 39 

ENGI19 78241 52.4920 Engine 1 side 40 

ENGI20 186618 54.1576 Engine 1 side 41 

ENGI21 64857 51.7361 Engine 2 front 42 

ENGI22 64867 53.0173 Engine 2 front 43 

ENGI23 78250 51.6565 Engine 2 front 44 

ENGI24 111054 47.3313 Engine 2 front 45 

ENGI25 111053 49.6030 Engine 2 front 46 

ENGI26 64842 51.1528 Engine 2 front 47 

ENGI27 108951 49.6029 Engine 2 front 48 

ENGI28 111158 55.5442 Engine 2 front 49 

ENGI29 179329 57.0104 Engine 2 back 50 

ENGI30 111156 55.1359 Engine 2 back 51 

ENGI31 78227 51.3636 Engine 2 back 52 

ENGI32 64853 49.2503 Engine 2 back 53 

ENGI33 111136 49.2324 Engine 2 back 54 

ENGI34 179335 58.8097 Engine 2 back 55 

ENGI35 111057 47.3930 Engine 2 back 56 

ENGI36 111147 45.6431 Engine 2 back 57 

ENGI37 78341 52.3696 Engine 2 side 58 

ENGI38 64843 52.8695 Engine 2 side 59 

ENGI39 78233 49.9291 Engine 2 side 60 

ENGI40 111155 53.6981 Engine 2 side 61 
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Table 13. List of microphones in the engine compartment. 

Name Serial no. 
Sensitivity  
[mv/Pa] 

Position Channel no. 

ENGI41 185794 56.47009 Transmission front 62 

ENGI42 108952 44.2703 Transmission front 63 

ENGI43 108956 51.56146 Transmission front 64 

ENGI44 179342 57.11294 Transmission front 65 

ENGI45 78246 51.45775 Transmission back 66 

ENGI46 179326 55.66851 Transmission back 67 

ENGI47 179341 53.7056 Transmission back 68 

ENGI48 179327 56.98016 Transmission back 69 

 

 

 

Table 14. List of tire microphones. 

Name Serial no. 
Sensitivity  
[mv/Pa] 

Position Channel no. 

FRTIRE1 111122 48.5357 Front right tire 91 

FRTIRE2 111138 49.6769 Front right tire 92 

FRTIRE3 111049 55.4737 Front right tire 93 

FRTIRE4 111035 57.5872 Front right tire 94 

FRTIRE5 78249 51.0767 Front right tire 95 

FRTIRE6 64847 51.6729 Front right tire 96 

FRTIRE7 111145 48.0319 Front right tire 97 

FRTIRE8 108957 38.8006 Front right tire 98 

FLTIRE1 111137 48.3249 Front left tire 99 

FLTIRE2 78228 51.2753 Front left tire 100 

FLTIRE3 179325 55.9488 Front left tire 101 

FLTIRE4 179330 55.9126 Front left tire 102 

FLTIRE5 100194 52.7707 Front left tire 103 

FLTIRE6 94509 52.2801 Front left tire 104 

FLTIRE7 78242 52.4205 Front left tire 105 

FLTIRE8 64866 51.6839 Front left tire 106 
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Table 15. List of engine accelerometers 

Name Serial no. 
Sensitivity  
[mv/Pa] 

Position Channel no. 

ACC1_X 

32344 

10.1976 

Engine 1  
side 

70 

ACC1_Y 10.2479 71 

ACC1_Z 9.9163 72 

ACC2_X 

102845 

10.0971 

Engine 1  
side 

73 

ACC2_Y 10.0321 74 

ACC2_Z 10.0054 75 

ACC3_X 

103079 

10.2126 

Engine 2  
side 

76 

ACC3_Y 9.8873 77 

ACC3_Z 9.7388 78 

ACC4_X 

97434 

10.2219 

Engine 2  
side 

79 

ACC4_Y 10.4911 80 

ACC4_Z 10.4130 81 

ACC5_X 

98062 

9.9379 

Transmission  
front 

82 

ACC5_Y 10.4188 83 

ACC5_Z 10.0769 84 

ACC6_X 

32347 

10.2073 

Transmission  
front 

85 

ACC6_Y 9.5477 86 

ACC6_Z 10.4567 87 

ACC7_X 

104122 

9.7175 

Transmission  
bottom 

88 

ACC7_Y 10.3598 89 

ACC7_Z 10.1707 90 
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Appendix D – Synthesized PBN results 
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Figure 108. ISO362_current with energetic ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: 
engine contribution, blue: left tire contribution and purple: right tire contribution. 
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Figure 109. ISO362_new with energetic ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine 
contribution, blue: left tire contribution and purple: right tire contribution. 
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Figure 110. Constant speed with energetic ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: 
engine contribution, blue: left tire contribution and purple: right tire contribution. 
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Figure 111. ISO362_current with linear ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine 
contribution, blue: left tire contribution and purple: right tire contribution. 
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Figure 112. ISO362_new with linear ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine 
contribution, blue: left tire contribution and purple: right tire contribution. 
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Figure 113. Constant speed with linear ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine 
contribution, blue: left tire contribution and purple: right tire contribution. 
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OPA with energetic ASQ 
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Figure 114. ISO362_current. Engine OPA with energetic tire ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized 
PBN, green: engine contribution, blue: left tire contribution and purple: right tire contribution. The lines 
use filtered tire indicators and the dotted lines use unfiltered tire references. 
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Figure 115. ISO362_new. Engine OPA with energetic tire ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized 
PBN, green: engine contribution, blue: left tire contribution and purple: right tire contribution. The lines 
use filtered tire indicators and the dotted lines use unfiltered tire references. 
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Figure 116. ISO362_new. Engine OPA with energetic tire ASQ. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized 
PBN, green: engine contribution, blue: left tire contribution and purple: right tire contribution. The lines 
use filtered tire indicators and the dotted lines use unfiltered tire references. 
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Figure 117. ISO362_current. One engine acceleration reference and seven microphone references per 
tire. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine contribution, blue: left tire 
contribution and purple: right tire contribution. 
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Figure 118.  ISO362_new. One engine acceleration reference and seven microphone references per 
tire. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine contribution, blue: left tire 
contribution and purple: right tire contribution. 
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Figure 119. Constant speed. One engine acceleration reference and six microphone references per 
tire. Black: measured PBN, red: synthesized PBN, green: engine contribution, blue: left tire 
contribution and purple: right tire contribution. 
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Figure 120. ISO362_current. Left tire contribution. Black: measured, red: energetic ASQ, green: linear 
ASQ, blue: engine OPA with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with 7 tire references per tire. 
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Figure 121. ISO362_current. Right  tire contribution. Black: measured, red: energetic ASQ, green: linear 
ASQ, blue: engine OPA with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with 7 tire references per tire. 
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Figure 122. ISO362_new. Left tire contribution. Black: measured, red: energetic ASQ, green: linear ASQ, 
blue: engine OPA with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with 7 tire references per tire. 
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Figure 123. ISO362_new. Right tire contribution. Black: measured, red: energetic ASQ, green: linear ASQ, 
blue: engine OPA with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with 7 tire references per tire. 
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Figure 124. Constant speed. Left  tire contribution. Black: measured, red: energetic ASQ, green: linear 
ASQ, blue: engine OPA with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with 7 tire references per tire. 
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Figure 125. Constant speed. Right tire contribution. Black: measured, red: energetic ASQ, green: linear 
ASQ, blue: engine OPA with filtered tire ASQ, purple: OPA with 7 tire references per tire. 

 


